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Introduction
Russia and Bukhara in the Early Twentieth Century
In Western European travelogues of journeys to the Emirate of Bukhara, one of
the more frequently mentioned landmarks of the city of Bukhara is the one hundred fifty
foot tall Kalyan minaret in its center, from which the last Emirs of the Manghit Dynasty
hurled prisoners to their death. After the decree of Bukhara as a protectorate of the
Russian Empire in 1873, the despotism of the last emirs was widely evaluated by the
literature of Western travel authors, Russian bureaucrats, and Bukharan reformists alike.
Meanwhile, in 1906 Nicholas II read his statements to the First State Duma,
decreeing that he would still maintain his autocratic power despite the attempts at
democracy the Duma embodied. Ironically, the parliament —established after strikes and
peasant uprisings— sat in the glittering halls of Russia’s grand Tauride palace. While
Emir Mohammed Alim Khan witnessed the destruction of the Emirate at the hands of
both Russian imperialists and reformers within the Emirate, Nicholas II faced a similar
threat of complete delegitimization of his power.
In the early years of the twentieth century, the Russian Empire consisted of most
of its modern day territory as well as modern-day Finland, and the Central Asian lands as
far as Afghanistan and modern-day Iran. In the period between Russia’s 1905 and 1917
revolutions, adjustments to Russia’s imperialist policies would change the face of Central
Asian monarchy and Bukharan ideas of semi-autonomy. Both Bukhara (located in
modern-day eastern Uzbekistan and western Tajikistan) and the Khanate of Khiva
(located to the northwest of Bukhara) were relegated to this protectorate status, meaning
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that they still maintained local leadership and government, but their trade relations and
military were overseen by the Russian Empire. While these were the legal stipulations
surrounding their status in a colonial empire, the actuality of Bukharan power was much
more complex given Russia’s desire for power over the steppes in colonial competition
and the struggle to stay afloat in the midst of political turmoil and monarchical decline in
the early twentieth century.
The Emirate of Bukhara was nearly surrounded by Russian Turkestan. In 1868
under the rule of Emir Muzaffar al-Din bin Nasr-Allah, the Emirate was defeated by
Russia and was subsequently annexed. Unlike most of Central Asia, which became
Russian Turkestan, Bukhara was made into a protectorate in 1873. This status entailed
military protection from Russia, while limiting Bukhara to bilateral trade agreements and
alliances only with Russia. Becoming a protectorate would ultimately change the political
landscape of Bukhara, transforming its monarchy into a part of Russia’s own court.

Historiography
Sarfraz Khan’s Muslim Reformist Political Thought: Revivalists, Modernists, and
Free Will and Adeeb Khalid’s The Politics of Muslim Cultural Reform: Jadidism in
Central Asia are some of the most comprehensive analyses of the evolution of Central
Asian reformism, especially the development of political ideologies in the Emirate of
Bukhara. These works focus primarily on the development of Central Asian liberation
movements and the growth of Bukhara’s urban, intellectual reformers, who attempted to
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dismantle authoritarian religion, as well as the Imperial Russian hegemony over the
steppe.
These works of historiography often discuss the Tsarist period in Central Asia, or
the Soviet period, but rarely address the time between the 1905 Revolution and the 1917
Revolution as its own period. Because of the attempts of both the Tsar and the Duma (the
constitutional parliament) to assert their decaying power, this period is not easily
grappled with, especially in its lack of defining regime. Bukhara found itself in a similar
predicament, caught between traditional monarchy and pushes by intellectuals, youth,
and reformists for social, political, and cultural change. Thus, understanding the role of
independence movements not only decodes the history of early twentieth century
Bukhara, but also the intricacy of monarchical decay as a global phenomenon occurring
in this strange, seemingly undefinable period in history.

Argument
While historiography has been largely relegated to the changes in the Tsar’s court
or the court of the Emir, rarely do they view these as two intertwined monarchies, with
the changes to their courts being reliant upon the other. Yet, the inter-revolutionary
period showed that the collapse of the Russian Empire actively facilitated changes to the
political structure of Bukhara and the relationship of the monarchs of both nations.
Russia’s inter-revolutionary period transformed notions of semi-autonomy in
Bukhara into recognition of the Emirate as a part of the Russian monarchy; this is
illustrated by the Western characterizations of Bukhara’s decline as symptomatic of
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Russian monarchical decay, the incorporation of Bukhara into the cultural and political
spheres of the Russian court, and the definitions of Russian control over Bukharan culture
by Bukharan reformers.

Western Characterizations of Bukhara
This paper will first look at the work of western European travel authors and their
commentary on the Emirate of Bukhara in their travels in order to assess the role of
Russia as an imperial power, specifically in the view of other Europeans. The travel
authors, while diagnosing Russian ineptitude as a cause of Bukharan “backwardness,”
and claiming Bukharan misrule as a symbol of Russian monarchical decline, linked the
monarchies of Nicholas and the Emir of Bukhara through the descriptions of political
decay in their texts.
These authors provide their descriptions of the Emir’s court, ones notably focused
on the “barbarism” and failure of Bukhara to be a “civilized” nation. Yet, their
exotification of Bukhara’s distant past indeed links the decay of Nicholas’ court directly
to that of Bukharan society in the eyes of these authors. Within these accounts of
Bukharan power structures is visible not just an understanding of imperialist sentiments
of the early twentieth century, but assertions of the monarchical relationship between
Bukhara and Russia. The use of these sources is significant in their ability to show
Bukharan-Russian relations at the turn of the century, through an imperialist lense.

Monarchical Alliances
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Chapter Two will discuss the attempts of Nicholas II to bolster the image of
Russia as an imperial power through the portrayal of Bukhara as not only a part of
Russia, but a monarchy both subservient to and allied with Russia. Instead of wielding a
tight political grasp over the bureaucracy of Bukhara itself, Nicholas employed other
measures to assert his power over the Emirate and the pervasiveness of his colonial rule.
Particular analysis will fall on the utilization of photographic surveys conducted by
Russia as well as photographs from the Romanov family album as indicators of Russia’s
perspective toward Bukhara.
The analysis of Russian photographic endeavors in conjunction with analysis of
western European conceptions of imperial power is demonstrative of changes in colonial
philosophy Russia made in response to changing forms of governance back home.
Instead of looking at the legal changes in the colonial realm, I will look at the soft power
employed by both Russia and Bukhara. In a political system in which the Tsar had to
redefine his own power in the face of democratization, this resurging imperial ideology
could be employed to draw the protectorate of Bukhara into the courtly realm of Russia
as a statement of imperial power on Nicholas’ behalf. This research is significant largely
in its ability to utilize the visual records of the Russian Empire in understanding the
visual conceptualization of the relationship between Russia and its Central Asian
colonies, and how these two regions reconciled their relationship during the
Inter-revolutionary period. The combined recollection of photographs from both the
perspective of the interior of the Romanov court and the larger, international use of
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photography to assert Russian power, can be used in the analysis of the status of Bukhara
in the age of revolution.

Reform Movements
Finally, this thesis will discuss the relationship of Bukharan reformers to the
Russian state and court, showing the relationship between Russia and various aspects of
Bukharan society, and the implications of such in the decline of both monarchies. These
reformers separated the Russian monarchy from its social influence, much like they
separated the Emir’s policies from their own, or even that of the ulama.
In the years before the Revolution, intellectual reformist groups had urged the
Emir for a cultural and political reform of the Emirate. This cultural reform demonstrated
this division of military and cultural control, as reformers began to assert the potential
utilization of Russia as a cultural reformer, a potential military ally, yet saw the court,
which aligned with the Emir as a corrupt bureaucracy. After the 1917 revolution, the
Bolsheviks made their way into Central Asia, eventually forcing the Emir into exile in
Afghanistan, thus complicating reformist alliances with a Russia now divided between
revolutionaries and monarchists.
Khalid frames his book largely around the comparison between reform
movements before and after the Revolution, their introduction to the public sphere, and
the influence of politicization upon them. While Khalid and Khan discuss Russia’s
influence upon the reform movements, this discussion is often kept within the realm of
changes to Islamic ideology and autonomy. Fundamentally, the Russian influences within
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Alim Khan’s court were pivotal in the creation of the reform movements themselves.
Khan and Khalid differ in their views of the politicization of the Jadid movement. Khalid
argues that the Soviet Revolution forced the Jadids to move away from their focus on
cultural reform, whereas Khan frames the movement as one already embedded with a
sense of political revolution, especially given the impact attributed to Turkish and Persian
revolutions in 1908. Thus the emphasis on the Jadids’ apolitical pre-Revolution existence
negates the de facto political elements in it. While Khalid emphasizes the apolitical
nature of the movement in the early twentieth century, he does not discuss reformists’
views toward the tsar, especially in the final days of the Russian Empire. Inherently,
reformist views toward the Russian Empire were both cultural and political, just
interpreted by reformers through a separation of different aspects of Russian influence in
Bukhara, an understanding which both works have yet to synthesize in conjunction with
the rapid decay of Nicholas II’s power.
The politicization of cultural reform was ultimately built into the very structure of
the Jadid movement. Fundamentally, to the Bukharan reformers, the Tsar was a symbol
of the significant cultural influence of Russia in Bukhara, whether of cultural incursion
and oppression or of potential for cultural and political progression. Most other scholastic
work focusing on Jadidism looks more at the assertions of Islamic identity in the reform
movements. I will instead look at the effects of these reform movements on the
relationship between the Emir and Nicholas (and the effects of the monarchical
relationship on the development of these movements).
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Periodization
The period between the 1905 and 1917 revolutions in Russia is noted, for the sake
of this paper, as the Inter-Revolutionary period. It specifically marks a time between a
heavy-handed attempt at the introduction of democracy to Russia and the fall of the
Romanov dynasty to the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917. During this period, on the global
stage, particularly during the First World War, the state of monarchy became increasingly
fragile, especially seen in the Russian autocracy’s inability to maintain a firm grasp of
control over both European and Asiatic “Russian” society. Following the 1905
revolution, pushes for parliamentary power in governance, while more prevalent, were
not fully achieved. The formation of the Duma, while commonly described by historians
(not to mention the Bolsheviks who saw a need for further revolution in 1917) as an
ineffective measure of truly curtailing the Tsar’s power. Nicholas, however, remained
powerful arguably because of his personal clout.
Russian foreign policy ultimately faced a crisis amidst the instability prompted by
the 1905 Revolution and the start of World War I in 1914. Derek W. Spring writes that,
“by 1914 Russian foreign policy along the whole of the Asiatic border had reached an
impasse, which contributed to the atmosphere of general crisis for the tsarist regime in
July 1914.”1 He further argues that with the decline of the power of the Russian state, the
aggrandizement of its territory could no longer take priority; instead, Russification of the
borderlands, isolation of these regions and the prevention of modernization were
emphasized. It was only by the twentieth century, asserts Spring, that Russia truly began

Derek W. Spring, “Russian Imperialism in Asia in 1914,” Cahiers du Monde russe et soviétique 20, no. 3
(Jul. - Dec., 1979): 305.
1
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a period of cultural imperialism, not fuelled by the military ambitions of the Great Game,
but by a desire to emulate Western modes of imperialism.2 While I will argue that the
military control of Russia was perhaps just as prominent in Bukhara during the nineteenth
century, the military aspects of governance were effectively separated from cultural
incursion. As Spring asserts, this cultural prominence indeed grew, facilitated largely by
Nicholas’ desires to increase Russian monarchical power.
The frailty of monarchy and the reliance of Nicholas II on his personal
interactions and policies toward Bukhara show the relationship between Russia and the
Emirate as a more complicated notion than simply colonizer and colonized. The
semi-autonomy of Bukhara coupled with the waning power and cohesion of the Russian
Empire formed a mode of imperialism specific to Russia’s inter-Revolutionary period.
The dichotomies between monarch and constituent, and between Bukhara and Russia
were separated in the attempts to maintain monarchical power and consolidation while
simultaneously trying to assert colonial control.

Russia and Its Biases
The focus on the inter-Revolutionary period in this thesis is notably a
periodization that looks mostly at the Russian lense of monarchical decay. This is done in
order to demonstrate the effects of developments in Russian political structure to lands
under its control. While Bukhara indeed was entitled to some degree of local rule, it is
essential to note that most of this autonomy was subsequently co-opted by Russia for the
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sake of asserting colonial dominance (or at least attempting to). By inherently defining
trends in Bukharan governance by those in Russia, this runs the risk of suggesting that
Central Asian power structures did not exist or were entirely ineffectual without the
influence of Imperial Russia.
The Western travel journals and photographic surveys make suggestions about the
Russian Empire, yet cannot be considered proof of a counter to Russia’s claims about its
own imperial policy. Similarly, Russian assertions of racial equality are clearly biased in
the face of imperial competition. Thus, this chapter will explore the implications these
sources have on the development of views toward imperialism and Russia’s status on the
global stage during what could be considered its most unstable period.
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Chapter 1
Visions of Bukhara
Introduction
During the second half of the nineteenth century, Russia increasingly made
military progress into what was considered Turkestan. In 1867, Turkestan was made a
Governor-Generalship, under the rule of Governor General Konstantin Von Kaufman.
Turkestan consisted of five oblasts: Fergana, Samarkand, Semirechye, Syr Darya, and
Transcaspian Oblasts, all of which were incorporated into Turkestan at varying times
during the nineteenth century, acquired by the frequent conquests of neighboring emirates
and khanates. The status of Governor-Generalship specifically entailed the oversight of
Russian governors in the administrative affairs of the various Central Asian oblasts, each
governor acting as a representative for the oblast they controlled. Amongst the Russian
governors of the various oblasts and krais of Turkestan were conflicting ideas of how to
proceed with Russian rule. Some believed that greater oversight over cultural matters was
necessary, while others felt that self identity determination in Central Asia was crucial to
the preservation of stability in the region. Above all, however, these colonial Russian
officials all saw military stability as an absolute necessity.
Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, Russia and Great Britain
engaged in the long-standing “Great Game,” a series of military conflicts, vying for
control over Central Asia and passages to Afghanistan. The Great Game was perhaps the
most defining political confrontation for Russian imperialism in the nineteenth century.
The Emirate of Bukhara specifically, was intended to be a buffer zone between the
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Russian and British Empires by British units in India seeking expansion northward.
Within this competition for European control over the steppes, the imagery of the Central
Asian lands was pertinent to defining the Russian Empire and its respective degree of
colonial power.
Gaining traction during the “Great Game,” accounts of the steppes of Central Asia
portrayed what was described by historian Edward Said as “orientalist” images, which
romanticized the natural landscapes of Central Asia, while using its people as nothing
more than a quaint prop in crafting an image of the “exotic” East. This foundation to
Western ideas of the steppes would eventually mold a twentieth century image of these
regions, fuelled not just by orientalist notions, but changing ideas of Russian power after
the 1905 Revolution. Edward Said’s Orientalism, published in 1978 argues that the “Far
East” was used to prop up European notions of fantasy, tradition, and even adventure in a
foreign, exotic locale. His work is essential to the ideas in this chapter, especially in
discussions of Western accounts of Bukhara or the photographic surveys commissioned
by Nicholas II. Said further theorized that Western intellectuals used the East in
conceptualizing a European identity in the colonial age. Thus, in travel journals of
western Europeans can help to understand how Russia was situated in an international
imperialist context.
The travelogues display not only the western European ideas of what Russia’s
power looked like, but also how this power was integrated into Bukharan society, which
was, in itself, heavily orientalized, scrutinized, and demonized by these authors. While
the ancient traditions of Bukhara were often been portrayed in nineteenth and twentieth
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century ethnography as pure and uncorrupted by some conception of modernity, these
ideas arguably align with Said’s definition of orientalism by demonstrating the inability
of Western writers and scholars to reconcile with the contemporary conditions in these
regions of their study. This alignment is demonstrative not simply of Western
conceptions of Bukhara, but also the role of Russia in Bukhara’s political and cultural
development, specifically the role of Russian tsardom and Nicholas II’s developing
colonial practices.
Said argues that Orientalism was not simply a justification for imperialism, but
imperialism also found much of its inspiration in orientalism. He writes that, “knowledge
reinforced by the colonial encounter as well as by the widespread interest in the alien and
the unusual, exploited by the developing sciences of ethnology, comparative anatomy,
philology, and history; furthermore, to this systemic knowledge was added a sizable body
of literature produced by novelists, poets, translators, and gifted travelers.”3 Thus, the
ideas of Westerners about the East are not only telling of their thoughts on the colonies,
but on larger trends of imperial justification.
Ideations of the Bukharan court by Western European sources suggest not only
Bukhara’s status as a colony of Russia, but also how the court of the Emir interacted with
the Russian Empire from abroad. Though Mohammed Alim Khan (r. 1910-1920), the last
Emir of Bukhara, made attempts at political reform in response to pressures from
Bukharan intellectuals and reformists, the power exacted by the ulama, the Islamic
clerical elite, proved to be a powerful force in the creation of a conservative, monarchical
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Emirate. This religiosity, traditionalism, and seemingly failed attempts at modernization
at both the hands of the Emir and the Russian government are central to the evaluations
of the steppes by travel writers in the early twentieth century.
As Western travellers made their way through Turkestan, they collected not only
their own ethnographic and geographic surveys, but commented on the court of the Emir,
the corruption of his rule, and crafted images of Bukhara for the West to see. In these
recollections is a superficial understanding of Central Asian Islam and governmental
practices, an exoticization in the pursuit of creating a Turkestan that could appeal to the
adventurous spirits and imperialist idealization that still gripped Europe in the early
twentieth century.
This chapter will examine various Western accounts of the Emirate of Bukhara
written between 1905 and 1917 and how sources written in the inter-Revolutionary
period influenced the way Western Europeans wrote about Bukhara and its relation to
Russia. Ultimately, this chapter seeks to gain deeper insight into the complexities of the
Bukharan court as both a dependent and influential policy-driver, particularly as the
world approached a radical shift in governing structures. Furthermore, as concepts of
colonialism shifted, how did colonizers change their approach to discussing the nations
they either occupied or asserted indirect control over? The views of these travel journals
express disdain for the culture of the steppes, a Western judgement of its religious and
cultural values, all of which reflected the relationship of Western European imperialism
and Russian expansionism. Because of the nature of the travelogues, I will be analyzing
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their comments about Bukhara as crafting a narrative of the Steppe, rather than as an
accurate portrayal of the Emirate.

Argument
The travelogues of Emily Georgiana Kemp of Great Britain, Ole Olufson of
Denmark, David Fraser of Great Britain, and Willi Rickmers of Germany crafted distinct
notions of the extent of Russian power and its capacity to function as a Western
imperialist power. These written ideas of the Emir’s court not only painted a Westernized
and “orientalized” version of Bukhara, but also used Bukhara in its protectorate status to
Russia as a socio-political evaluation of the Russian Empire itself. These travelogues
ultimately attribute governmental and societal corruption as a dual responsibility of the
Russian Empire and Bukhara, viewing both monarchies as ones stagnated in their
traditional courts of antiquity. These sources attempt to assert both the dominance of the
Western European colonial model over Russia, as well as assert the decay of Nicholas
II’s court through their characterizations of Bukhara. These travelogues assert Russia as a
power destined to fail, viewing Bukhara as a symptom of its decline as an imperial
power. This ultimately demonstrates the growing idea that Bukhara, despite being a
protectorate, was indeed part of the Russian Empire. The disparaging reputation Bukhara
was given is included not only as part of the orientalist narrative common in ethnographic
texts of this period, but as an indicator of Russia’s status on the world stage, implicating
the relationship of the Emir and Nicholas as one not just of colonized and colonizer, but
as monarch and monarch, connected to the decline of one another’s realm.
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This chapter will first discuss the ideas of governance and reflections on the
political state of Bukhara by Western travel authors. These interpretations of government
will be used in the analysis of the orientalist views held by the writers and the
representation of Bukhara as a symbol of a fabled world. In this nostalgic view toward
Bukhara, the authors commonly comment upon Bukharan despotism. Given the historical
implications of Russian authoritarianism, such comments on the status of Bukharan
governance reflect the fluctuating influence of Russian rule. I will finally move toward an
analysis of the implications of Russian monarchical decay as appears in the court of
Bukhara and how these Western European depictions of Bukhara comment upon Russia’s
status as a colonial power in the early twentieth century. Additionally, this chapter will
focus on the setting of the Emir in terms of his places of residence and his practices as a
leader as opposed to judicial or small bureaucratic practices within the fringes of the
government. While valuable in the discussion of the state of the Bukharan government,
this chapter primarily focuses on the direct purview of the Emir (or those purviews
however wrongfully attributed to him).

Historiographical Sources
The fact that expeditions like the ones described in these travelogues carried on
well into the twentieth century is often discarded as a mere side effect of colonialism,
rather than as a statement in itself about the attempts to revitalize or criticize monarchical
control and its decline. Alexander Morrison, in “Russian Rule in Turkestan and the
Example of British India” discusses the use of travel journals to compare methods of
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Russian imperialism to those of other powers like England or France in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. He asserts that Russians were seen by Western
Europeans (particularly the British) as essentially Asiatic and less racially driven than
other European imperial powers, yet Russia must be considered as a European power in
Central Asia. He writes, “The idea of Russia as an Empire where ethnicity was
unimportant, and where there was no significant divide between Europeans and Asiatics
is largely derived from the writings of the nineteenth-century intellectuals known as
Vostochniki or 'Easterners' who promoted the idea of Russia as a Eurasian power.”4 The
travelogues I will be examining similarly question the capacity of Russia to properly
govern its colonies, often viewing it as not fully a Western entity. While the modes of
Russian imperialism dramatically differed from those of Western European nations, the
ambition of these authors to critique Russian rule in Central Asia and its effects on
Bukharan society inherently bring into discussion the relationship of Russia to other
imperialist powers and question its legitimacy as a Western nation. This commentary is
demonstrative of the competition of Western powers in an age of vast monarchical
instability, as well as a societal crisis over the necessity of expansion and maintenance of
power.
Adeeb Khalid writes, “The Russian intelligentsia might debate its relation to
Europe, but no one doubted that Russia represented Europe in Central Asia.”5 While
Russia’s fundamental emphasis on the Westernization of the steppe and its colonialist
attitudes resembled similar lines of thought in Western Europe, Khalid’s claim does not
Alexander Morrison, “Russian Rule in Turkestan and the Example of British India, c. 1860-1917,” The
Slavonic and East European Review 84, no. 4 (Oct., 2006): 672.
5
Adeeb Khalid, The Politics of Muslim Cultural Reform, (University of California Press, 1999): 51.
4
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emphasize these Western European sources’ assertions to Russia as a ‘failed’ colonizer.
The travelogues do not doubt Russia as a European influence in the steppe, yet see it as
either not European enough, or having corrupted some non-existent past of Bukhara. This
is not to assert Russia as a non-European entity; as Khalid puts it, “most Russians in
Central Asia saw their goals in terms of the unusual nineteenth-century imperial notions
of replacing the “arbitrary, ‘Asiatic’ despotism of local rulers by good government….”6
Russia is by no means disparaged in these texts as is Bukhara and is regarded by these
travellers as the rightful ‘owner’ of Bukhara. I assert, however, that Russia’s strength and
power in the steppes came under strong review in these texts, perhaps because of the
realities of Russian monarchical decline, or maybe for the sake of asserting Russia’s
weakness as a “non-European” power. Thus, this chapter analyzes the questioned status
of Russia as a European imperialist power, and aims to specifically bring to light the way
in which its colonies were used to define its position on the evolving global stage.
In these travelogues, Bukhara is portrayed as both subservient to and autonomous from
Russia, for the sake of commenting on the ability of Russia to govern it. Inclusion of
Bukhara in Western imperialist discourse as well as its acknowledgement as a colony of
Russia by these sources is demonstrative of the budding relationship of Bukhara as a
complex protectorate of an internationally wavering Russian Empire.

Asia’s Use to Europe
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The Western travelogues display an orientalized portrait of the Emirate, one
emphasizing the Easten qualities when to the benefit of Western aesthetic appeal, but
ultimately, decrying the “barbarism” of Bukhara. Edward Said’s Orientalism asserts the
charm, simplicity, natural landscape and aesthetics of the East were used for the political
gain of the West. He states, “what mattered was not Asia so much as Asia’s use to
modern Europe.”7 Arguably, these sources not only discuss Bukhara in descriptive terms,
but utilize descriptions of the court and written ideations of Bukhara’s political entities as
a way of placing Bukhara in the global framework and changing monarchical hegemonies
of the early twentieth century.
As Bukhara would increasingly become a place of exotic splendor, Russia’s
declining imperial power was viewed as a detriment to the progression of Bukharan
culture. While Russia (or at least Nicholas II) was indeed attempting to establish Russia
as a Western power in regards to its imperialist nature, the travelogues of the early
twentieth century saw this movement away from cultural and social control as a loss of
imperial dominance. The belief of these travel authors that Western culture had not been
brought to Bukhara, or was only a facade of Europeanization is ultimately demonstrative
of a pervasive idea of imperialism as a cultural endeavor. While European culture had not
been brought to Bukhara, the external and legal support by Russia for various aspects of
Bukharan governance left it devoid of any growth of its ancient charm. Control over
culture in Bukhara was perhaps a more complex subject in Russian discourse on Bukhara.

7
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The Travellers
Emily Georgiana Kemp’s The Face of Manchuria, Korea, and Russian Turkestan,
Ole Olufson’s The Emir of Bukhara and His Country, Willy Rickmers’ The Duab of
Turkestan, and David Fraser’s The Marches of Hindustan are all travel journals
composed between 1905 and 1915, within Russia’s Inter-Revolutionary period, all from
Western European perspectives. I have chosen these sources in particular because of their
descriptions not only of the Central Asian landscape, but also of the governmental
functions and customs of the royal court often not discussed in other travel literature.
Given the changes in Russian governance following the 1905 Revolution as well as
changes in governance in Central Asia with the ascension of Nicholas II to the throne in
1894, commentary on Bukharan governance is pivotal in these early twentieth century
journals.
These sources are discussed simultaneously not to compare their interpretations so
much as to demonstrate the various views from western Europe about Bukhara that
indicated changes in Russia’s relations with its colonies in the early twentieth century.
Kemp and Fraser were both British, Rickmers German, and Olufson Danish, all of these
nations being closely tied to the Russian court due to Queen Victoria’s extensive lineage
across Europe. While I will not analyze the national sentiments of the writers themselves,
the connections of these nations to Nicholas II’s throne may indicate specific national
reckonings about the fate of Imperial Russia.

The Protectorate
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Bukhara’s status as a protectorate entitled it to military protection from the
Russian Empire and autonomy over local administration. It was legally different from
most other areas of Turkestan in terms of its governance in the ability for some degree of
autonomy. Emir Muzaffar al-Din bin Nasr-Allah attempted to resist Russian rule at first,
but his eventual surrender and treaties with the Russian empire establishing bilateral trade
relations turned many of the clerical elite known as the ulama a gainst his rule, thus
hindering his rule domestically. His son Emir Abdul Ahad Khan (r. 1886 to 1910) and
grandson Mohammed Alim Khan (r. 1910 to 1920), however, were more open to
relations with Russia, and were able to incorporate this new colonial oversight into the
empowerment of their own rule to some degree.
The inability of Russia to assimilate Bukhara culturally was perhaps a cause of
this embrace of semi-autonomy by the Emirs. As stated by Hina Khan, in order to prevent
conflict in its Central Asian territories, “the Russians avoided direct interference in the
native customs, but kept a strong coercive control preventing any inside or outside power
to dominate the region.”8 While the Russian government decided not to meddle in
religious or cultural customs in Bukhara, as Elena I. Campbell points out in “The
Autocracy and the Muslim Clergy in the Russian Empire,” it still attempted to organize
and codify the Muslim clergy under Russian law. This continued authority inherently
prevented true self-governance in Bukhara, promoting the advancement of Russia’s
imperialist rule, a socio-cultural incursion seemingly unrecognized in these travelogues.

Hina Khan, “Russian Expansionism in Central Asia and the Region’s Response,” Pakistan Horizon 49,
no. 2, (April, 1996), 49.
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Russian policy regarding Islam in both Turkestan and the protectorates of Khiva
and Bukhara, is pertenant to the analysis of the actuality of autonomy in Central Asia.
Campbell argues that, while the Russian Empire never maintained a consistent policy
towards Islam in Central Asia, the Ministry of the Interior attempted to “create a uniform
system of religious administration for Muslims under the purview of the Orenburg
Spiritual Assembly and the Tauride Spiritual Governing Board” by the mid-nineteenth
century.9 Thus, while the Russian Empire allowed for some degree of autonomy, both in
a religious and governmental sense, its will still presided over the whole of Turkestan.
Campbell writes:
“Cherevanskii’s memorandum focused on the religious administration of
Muslims. He based his considerations on the notion that Muslim law lacked any
concept of the clergy, and consequently of any clerical hierarchy. Noting the lack
of a unified system, either in law or in policy, toward the religious administration
of Muslims in Russia, Cherevanskii did not propose a unified approach to all the
empire’s Muslims. Instead, citing the opinions of local authorities, he deemed it
essential to keep things as they were in Turkestan, leaving Muslim religious
affairs unregulated in law and not creating any special religious institutions.”10

As will be further discussed, the Islamic religious realm Bukhara indeed had a powerful
clerical entity, but its division from the political bureaucracy of the Emir seems to have
made it impervious to Russian control. Thus, the Emirate of Bukhara, in its status as a
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protectorate was left to much of its own cultural and religious determination, at least in
theory. However, the travel writers, as will be noted, saw this lack of Russian control (as
well as the actual cultural changes that took place because of Russian invasion) as reason
for criticism, however indirect, regarding its status as a Western imperial power.

Society and Governance
These texts commonly suggest the ceremony and traditional customs of the
Bukharan royal court as a defining feature of its governmental institutions, and thus a
reflection of its power in relation to Russia (and the Western world). Bukharan society is
described in these travel journals as an orientalist fantasy, the people and society the
perfect image of an idealization of Bukharan history. Governance, however, is referenced
in the Emir’s purview over military affairs, his connections to the Russian Empire, and
his personal conduct. Overall, discussion of the proper bureaucratic structure of the
Emirate of Bukhara is relegated to cultural components of the court and its relationship to
Russia. The cultural decay of Bukhara was ultimately a mirror of the same phenomena in
Russia in the eyes of these travel writers; Russia and Bukhara shared a similar fate, all
due to a colonial legacy that did not match that of the West.
The Duab of Turkestan is a travel account of Turkestan’s land and people written
by German traveller Willy Rickmer Rickmers in 1913. In particular focus is his chapter
dedicated to Bukharan and society and government. Between descriptions of various
aspects of the royal court in its bloated ceremony and custom, and the general
“backwardness” in Bukhara, Rickmers demonstrates the power of these Western travel
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journals to craft the narrative of Bukharan politics in a way that reflects the general
disdain for autonomous governance in Central Asia. Western European authors like
Rickmers propagate the belief that Russia was a failed colonial power in its inability to
control the cultural ‘decay’ of Bukhara.
The status of Bukhara as a semi-autonomous state is heavily criticized by these
travelogues. Local Bukharan governance, to these authors, does not comfortably parallel
Western European expectations for political structures. Rickmers writes, “the only thing
which makes the Oriental backward is his want of social organisation for the purpose of
division of labour and the saving of time in the aggregate.”11 Here, Rickmers’ main
criticism of Bukharan society is its political organization. In his statement about
Bukhara’s government being in a backward state, Rickmers suggests inevitable
corruption in the government, not necessarily caused by historical precedent, but by the
modern Eastern-style mode of governance. Inherently, a place like Bukhara is to be left to
the “old world,” antiquated styles of government because of its Asiatic culture and
inhabitants.
Aside from political “backwardness,” the written Bukhara also seems to suffer
from a splendor superficial in nature, one suggested by authors like Rickmers who
discuss not only the traditionalism of the city, but the corruption lurking beneath its
immaculate surface. For instance, Rickmers describes the Emir’s “pleasure house,” the
Shirbudun, as one hastily and poorly constructed, yet from afar, pleasing to the eye.12
This portrayal of the different physical spaces of the court furthers this superficiality of
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Rickmers’ claims to Bukhara’s grandeur. Only from a distance is the city so glamorous.
This is similar to Edward Said’s claim about Asia’s use to Europe; the aesthetic
contributions of Bukhara are valued in this text, yet its functional socio-political
traditions are heavily scrutinized. Ultimately, in Rickmers’ work, physical space is
utilized as a way of characterizing the government of Bukhara and crafting an idea of the
court itself.
Much like Shirbudun's superficial nature, the Emir’s power is described as
European (or suitable to European standards) on its surface, yet deeply corrupted within
the confines of his court. Rickmers describes the diseases of the city, noting how even the
Emir has parasites, the holy leader of the Emirate still very notably subject to the same
degradation as other citizens.13 Thus, not even the ruler described as (however corruptly)
untouchable by other authors, can be protected from the forces of the city, from the
underlying instability of the government. Kemp similarly understands Bukhara as a
profoundly corrupt place masquerading its flaws, in her view, through the superficial
imposition of European power structures. She states, “Bokhara is still the same to-day,
the most fanatical and the most corrupt city in Asia, though outwardly to the eye of the
casual stranger clothed with the respectability that its European masters exact.”14
European governance is viewed by these authors as illegitimate, whether that be because
of asserted problems of asserting control or the inability of the Central Asian people to
adopt such customs. Kemp’s writing seems to suggest the latter, that it is the inherent
despotic nature of Bukhara that prevents genuine assimilation to the Russian Empire.
13
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This physical definition of the Emir’s space and authority is also seen as a
contributing factor to his despotism and factors of his rule. Rickmers writes, “The Amir is
confined to the interior administration of his dominions, where he can disport himself
more or less to his heart’s content, only the most draconic measures and drastic
persuasions have been toned down.”15 It is this isolation from society outside his own
state, suggests Rickmers, that creates the despotic leadership of Bukhara. Furthermore,
the citadel of Bukhara —the massive fortress which housed the Emir— was closed off to
the public, confirming Rickmers’ assertion of court isolation.16
As Rickmers wrote the Duab of Turkestan in 1913, on the eve of the First World
War, the state of Russian monarchy was also wavering. Nicholas II was regarded as a
deeply corrupt and inefficient monarch, any attempts at constitutionality in Russia
similarly seen as deficient. In Russia, after the 1905 Revolution, the State Duma wielded
a limited power in contrast to that still upheld by Tsar Nicholas II, yet threatened the core
of Nicholas’ reign. According to historian Richard Wortman, Nicholas II’s authority
became largely vested in the idea of pre-petrine Russia, one that looked not so much
toward Russian traditionalism, but rather, ideas of Westernization.17 In looking toward
Europe, however, Nicholas was grossly distant from the liberalizing direction of the
Russian populace and, as most tsars of the nineteenth century had been, entrenched in a
monarchy that still governed with an iron fist and a tepid response of the nation.
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Ultimately, narrative construction of the Bukharan court relied upon descriptions
of external and internal elements of governance and society, most notably propagating a
dualistic Emirate,one full of beauty and charm, yet deeply “barbaric” beneath the surface.
This fundamentally asserted a political system both controlled by Russia, with a religious
influence that was portrayed as being outside the scope of European influence. In the
criticisms of Bukharan political structures, these travelogues understand the Emirate as a
political entity fundamentally implicated in the process of Russian monarchical decay.

The “Old World”
These travel journals similarly regard Bukhara as part of an imagined ‘old world,’
a place that either whisks one back in time, or still shows semblances of a supposed
former glory. This entails the positioning of Bukharan political and societal structures as
ones removed from Russian influence (or subject to destruction at the hands of Russia).
These ideas display Bukhara’s crumbling monarchy as increasingly unstable because of
the lack of commitment to these presumed traditional values.
In The Duab of Turkestan, Rickmers portrays a more quaint, idyllic Bukharan
society than the works of other western authors. He highlights Bukhara’s best quality as
being its old world charm. He describes it as a historical city defined by its traditional
crafts and practices; “the glory of Holy Bukhara is her bazar.”18 Though Bukhara is
described as an idyllic and lovely place, it is so because of the legacy of the Russian
Empire’s incursion into the Central Asian heartland. Rickmers claims, “we still find the
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true and unspoilt picture of a magnificent capital of the Middle Ages.”19 This further
employs the image of an untouched Eastern land, contradicting his earlier expressed ideas
of glorious (Russian-created) modernity in Bukhara. Thus, it is the combination of
Russian influence and Bukharan purity that form the city’s majesty according to
Rickmers. Bukhara’s legitimacy is derived from its station as a colonial territory devoid
of true political power. He further describes Bukhara’s “gorgeous color and genuine
Oriental life.”20 It is, thus, a land defined solely by its appeals to the Western gaze and
aesthetic luxury, as opposed to having political structures of any perceptible value to the
Western world.
Rickmers further describes the seclusion of Bukharan society; “here they lived in
strict seclusion inimical to all outside influence, displaying and maintaining to our day
the pomp, the power and the haughtiness of olden times.”21 Here, his mentions of
Bukharan governance are relegated to ideas of an antiquated monarchy, valuable for the
maintenance of culture, but not powerful in the face of westernization. The past glory of
Bukhara is seen by Rickmers as a thing of the past, now relegated to corruption, despotic
practice, and no longer able to operate politically as it did in these fabled “days of old”;
“Bokhara became a scourge, the pages of its heroic traditions clotted with gore and the
name of the last independent Amir the worst blemish on the mirror of history.”22 On a
cultural level, however, Rickmers describes the people of Bukhara as being more cleanly
and more accustomed to open air than Europeans.23 In this regard, Bukhara is temporarily
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disconnected from Europe (and thus, Russia) for the sake of portraying Bukhara as an
-albeit ideally- untouched, and thus, pure world.
Kemp’s The Face of Manchuria, on the other hand, regards Bukhara as a
‘barbaric’ land, contrary to Rickmers’ assertions of the purity of Central Asian life. She
discusses the religiosity of the Bukharans, those belonging to the religious orders of the
Ishans “maintain the same standard of religious asceticism as that of the Middle Ages…
it is hard to realise that they are utterly untouched by modernism, and the barbarism of
Bokhara is unspeakable.”24 Despite her deep criticism of the despotism of the Emirate,
she too comments on its (however lost) charm as a tradition disappearing to the
incursions of the Russian Empire. She comments that the ancient crafts of Bukhara and
its great architecture have been lost to modernity and its relations with Europe.25 Thus,
the only way Bukhara can meet the theoretical approval of authors like Kemp is by
remaining in isolation, keeping its tradition while ascribing to European standards in
some regards. Reflecting on the ideations of the Bukharan court by authors like Rickmers
and Fraser, who specifically focus on internal court and governmental function as well as
bureaucratic affairs, the image of a vanishing Bukharan purity in these and other texts
may suggest a general western European perspective that the ‘stability’ of Bukharan
monarchy (or its traditionalism and adherence to perceived convention) was dependent
upon its isolation from Russian (or western) influences. Rickmers’ idea of the
“magnificent capital of the Middle Ages”26 further demonstrates this perceived need for
Bukharan isolation. Rickmers ultimately frames the Bukharan court as one situated
24
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within a disappearing world, both corrupt and tragically fleeting. Russia's imperial power
seems to be regarded as a potential aid to Bukhara, an imperialist idealization of court
and government function; Russia, in Rickmers' view, has the power to be a wise parental
figure, Bukhara the supposed option to maintain its medieval charm while submitting
itself to Russian rule. This is not only indicative of imperialist sentiments of Western
travellers, but also of the view of these travellers that the current global regime of
monarchy was in need of both a maintenance of its ‘old world’ tradition as well as
strengthening the power of Western nations over their colonies.
Similar to Rickmers' conception of the "old world," Danish traveler Ole Olufson
views Bukhara as a part of antiquity, a relic of a different idea of governance; however,
he argues this is a land in need of taming rather than voicing appreciation of its
non-Western "quaintness." For Olufson, culture, not just government, in Bukhara is
fundamentally corrupted. Olufson makes clear in his text that Bukhara is a part of the
“old world,” its only available passage to modernity being through Russian intervention.
He first describes Bukhara as a “vassal” to the Russian empire; “even if Bokhara is now
the vassal state of Russia, it has up to our own time gone on in its own old-fashioned
ways, and the European influence perceptible here and there is but superficial.”27 While
perhaps just a descriptive term, this depicts Bukhara’s passage into modernity as one still
framed by the considerably outdated practice of serfdom abolished almost exactly fifty
years previously in Russia. The attachment of Bukhara to the terminology of Russian
serfdom implies that writers like Rickmers imagined the Emirate as a political entity
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incapable of existing independent of Russia’s grasp, yet unable to integrate itself into
more European styles of governance.

The Despots
These written constructions of the Emirate of Bukhara, not just in its governing
function, but also in its decline as a despotic group of rulers declining alongside the
Russian monarchy under the rule of Nicholas II, is demonstrative of western perspectives
of both nations as deeply autocratic states destined to fail in modernity. This is not to
claim the presence of an overt anti-monarchist sentiment in these texts, but rather, a
common line of thought that Bukhara and Russia were fundamentally intertwined in their
declining monarchical power and supposedly forthcoming collapse.
Emily Georgiana Kemp’s The Face of Manchuria, Korea, and Russian Turkestan,
written in 1910, provides specific analysis of the despotism of the Bukharan court,
portraying the Emir as part of not just a non-western regime, but an order of autocracy
fed by Russian rule. Russia is not to blame for the political problems of Bukhara
according to most journal authors, but rather a concurrently corrupt power, reflected by
the increasing corruption of Bukharan society as indicated in those texts focusing on
governance and societal structure.
Kemp devotes one of her chapters to the Emirate of Bukhara, focusing
specifically on the influence of Islam in Bukharan society. This work is biting in its
remarks both about the Emir’s despotism and the “jealous Russia” that possessed the
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Emirate.28 Kemp says of Bukhara, “the government is a hereditary despotism, with
absolute power of life and death”29 Written in 1910, this displays a growth away from the
romanticism of earlier texts toward a more critical judgement of the two monarchies.
Bukhara again is seen as a bloated bureaucracy full of pointless ceremony and corruption,
echoing Rickmers’s depiction of a Bukhara corrupted by the loss of its old ways, which
seemed to be a time of peace and governmental stability as opposed to the corruption he
portrays under Emir Mohammed Alim Khan.
The religiosity of the Bukharans is viewed by authors like Kemp as one of the
main reasons for its despotism and fall from its “pure” status. Kemp writes, “the
barbarism of Bokhara is unspeakable,” given the rampant religious fanaticism and
aestheticism in the court.30 This shows the criticism of the Islamic influences of the court,
the pictures drawn of a Bukhara characterized by backwardness because of its faith.
While the commentary against Russia stands, it is in relation to Russia’s “inability” to
“tame” its Central Asian lands. This perhaps speaks to changing (or intensifying)
imperialist sentiments that argued for the suppression of both traditionalism and reform
movements. While other authors seem to argue in favor of the traditional aspects of
Bukharan society as an upholder of this idyllic “old world,” the very same traditional
aspects of Bukharan society are seen as a contributing force to the decline of Russian
power in controlling cultural ideas. “Bokhara is still the same to-day, the most fanatical
and the most corrupt city in Asia, though outwardly to the eye of the casual stranger
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clothed with the respectability that its European masters exact,” claims Kemp.31 Not only
is Bukhara seen as deeply corrupt but also as a place entrenched in Islamic zealotry. In
the attempts of Russia to ‘civilize’ these lands, they have been unable to cloak the ancient
traditions of the city as indicated by Kemp. This entails the early twentieth century travel
journal as a source that rather than simply describing the locale, wields a bias toward the
concept of European enlightenment as a superior entity in the conquest of the Steppe.
This corruption and despotism is seen not only as a natural progression of
Bukharan political traditions, but a result of Russian intervention (or lack thereof). For
instance, Olufson regards the Emir as corrupt, his court marked by pomp and
circumstance, yet all bureaucratic affairs relying on either his henchmen or the Russian
Empire. Thus, Olufson seems to regard Russia as a puppeteer of the Emir, a force aiding
in his corruption. This source, published after the ascension of Mohammed Alim Khan to
power, demonstrates the views of Western sourcework that Russia and Bukhara were
united in their despotism, the decay and corruption of Russian monarchy affecting and
being influenced by Bukhara.
Olufson and Rickmers’ journals were written well into the reign of Emir
Mohammed Alim Khan. This, in itself, suggests in its criticism of the despotism of the
court, that the crumbling Bukharan monarchy combined with the influence of an equally
fragile and incapable Russia created a despotic kingdom in the throes of collapse. These
authors not only regard Bukhara as a backwards society, but use traditional customs as an
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example of barbarity. While not contradicting earlier texts, it suggests a view held by the
West that both Russia and its colonies were in an utter state of decay.
As Bukhara can only remain pure without the influence of its imperial powers, yet
needs civilizing, this indicates an understanding of Russia as a country just as despotic as
Bukhara, unworthy of conquering this land. Hence, these texts reveal not only a
disparaging view of Bukhara, but also of the fate of the Russian Empire. This indicates
the understanding of Bukharan court structure as being fundamentally tied to Russian
governance, and early twentieth century political instability having a direct effect on said
establishments in Bukhara. Thus, despite the arguably “orientalizing” views of the
authors of these journals, patterns are evident of an international understanding of Russia
as a backward power, no more capable of governing Bukhara than these authors believed
Bukhara was itself.

Russian Control
The ideation of the royal courts within these texts is highly reflective of
Bukhara’s status as a protectorate, the systems of governance within it guided by both its
autonomy and the influence of Imperial Russia. Most of these travel journals view this
semi-autonomy from Russia as a corrupting force in Central Asia. Russia’s lack of
control over “barbaric” political practices seems to drive what some of the authors
consider an oasis of Bukhara into corruption and decline. In the cases of these travel
journals, Russia is both a crumbling monarchy incapable of controlling its territory, and a
corrupting force of this so-called ‘old world’ that Bukhara has come to represent.
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Many historians have pointed toward shifting political attitudes toward
Imperialism and the changes in Russia’s conduct in Central Asia toward the end of the
twentieth century. As for Russia, as put by historian Robert D. Crews, “like their
counterparts in the West, they tended to focus on the social and economic transformations
initiated by the imperial center.”32 Here, Crews asserts the imposition of Russian
imperialist tendencies in Central Asia. The travel journals not only suggest the adoption
of western European style imperialism by Russia, but also the ongoing political
competition amongst European powers that likely inspired the severely anti-Russian
views of the travellers. In these travel journals, a consistent thread is found in the
criticism of Russia for either its destruction of a fabilized ‘old world,’ its failure to
‘civilize’ its acquired territory, or some combination of both.
Changes in former court rituals and practices of Bukharan governance is largely
attributed to the presence (or lack thereof) of Russian officials by these travelogues. For
example, Olufson discusses Russia’s abolition of slavery in Bukhara, as well as the halt
of “the use of the accustomed barbarian punishments.”33 These practices, according to
Olufson, were discarded with the pressure of “the Russian political agent at New Bokhara
who negotiates with the Emir’s Government on the part of Russia.”34 Thus, Bukhara’s
shifts toward modernity -which are evidently, only selectively discussed- are attributed
almost entirely to Russian power, rather than internal movements for change.
David Fraser’s The Marches of Hindustan describes the relationship of Russian
control to Bukharan authority in the face of declining authority of Russian Imperial rule.
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He describes a Bukhara controlled by Russia, however ineffective this assertion of
control proved to be, given the global decline of monarchy in the early twentieth century.
While Fraser does not specifically remark on this changing world order, he implicates
this kind of larger decline of imperial power in his observations about the state of
Bukharan governance. Similarly to Olufson, he remarks of the placement of Russian
officials within the physical confines of Bukhara: “Residents at the courts of the Amir
and the Khan take care of Russian interests, and generally keep an eye on the conduct of
affairs.”35 According to Fraser’s account, the court of the Emir was one artificially crafted
by a Russian hand. Olufson and Fraser both view the value of Bukhara’s government in
the modern world as being dictated by its adherence to traditional standards of
subordinance to a global order of Western power and Eastern aesthetic as opposed to the
direct control over Eastern power by Russian monarchy. Despite these Russian ‘claims’
to reform, the criticisms of Bukhara still tie back to Russia; it is Russia that owns
Bukhara, thus Russia is to blame for the “barbaric” practices of Central Asians.
Indeed, Russia did contribute to the structure of the Emir’s court, which rapidly
changed with the declaration of Bukhara as a protectorate. Contrary to Olufson and
Fraser’s assertions, however, Russian economic hegemony in the region was largely
responsible for the transformations of late nineteenth and early twentieth century
Bukharan society. The Trans-Caspian Railway served as a powerful reminder of Russia’s
determination for military stability in Turkestan. Completed in 1888, it connected the
northern and southern parts of Bukhara, a project, in fact, aided by the reigning Emir.
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However, Bukhara’s trade connections were not only with Tashkent and Orenburg, but
now with Moscow via these other important trade cities.36 The rapid development of
Russo-Bukharan trade relations and the introduction of a cash economy to Bukhara
created both financial dependence upon Russia, as well as the potential for a growing
merchant class, a societal change that was regarded as a burgeoning opportunity for
intellectuals and teachers, yet opposed by the more conservative clerical elite.37 This
introduction of capitalism also brought the introduction of loans to the peasantry, who,
because of Islamic legal prohibitions against loans, were fundamentally unaware of the
consequences of these mounting debts, and soon found themselves increasingly
powerless while a petty bourgeoisie was gaining power in the intellectual world.38
Fundamentally, these changes to the economic and social systems of Bukhara were
implicated in the growing rifts between conservative elite, intellectual bourgeoisie, and a
general stratification of society drawn by Russian hands, demonstrating the role of Russia
in crafting this hierarchical world of the Emir.
Bukharan governance was also, in the views of these authors, dependent on the
influence of Russian political structure. This Russian influence, however, is limited,
demonstrating the views of Fraser and Rickmers alike that the Bukharan government is
fundamentally dependent upon the status of the Russian Empire. For instance,
Russification —the adoption of European cultural customs and Russian linguistic
practices— is seen by Fraser as an essential component of maintaining Imperial order, yet
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the Russian Empire is unable to draw Bukhara fully under its control; he states, “the
process of Russification of the inhabitants has made small progress.”39 In using Russian
ideology as a symbol of control over the steppes, the failure to effectively spread this
ideology is likely resultant in the very corruption that Fraser notes. While Rickmers in
The Duab of Turkestan takes note of the traditional structures of government and the
corruption within, David Fraser instead asserts that “The administration is entirely in the
hands of natives, except in the cases of a few districts bordering on the Afghan frontier,
where Russian officials have unostentatiously taken over control.”40 Not only is Russian
cultural incursion portrayed as an essential aspect of Bukharan governance, but so is
direct government oversight, even in an Emirate granted the semi-autonomous status of
protectorate.
While Bukhara’s status as a protectorate entailed that its local autonomy be
maintained with Russia as a military protector, these texts indicate a western European
view of Bukhara as being the property of Russia, and thus the above-mentioned aspects
of Bukharan governance as directly under the oversight of the Tsarist government
(regardless of the actuality or extent of such). This direct control is evident in The Duab
of Turkestan, in which Rickmers writes of Bukhara, “Politically, the whole belongs to
Russia, the independence of Bukhara being nominal only.”41 Thus, conceptions of an
independent Bukhara, one able to dictate its own governmental proceedings, is
non-existent in the eyes of Rickers. Furthermore, Fraser notes the political significance of
Turkestan’s dependence on Russia for food due to the construction of railways through
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the area and the cultivation of cotton, which depleted agricultural resources in the
Steppes.42 Not only was Bukhara part of a system dependent on Russia for political
support, but also for resources.
Despite this paternal responsibility these authors attribute to Russia, critiques of
such are found in the commentary of the effectiveness of Russian control over Bukhara.
Fraser discusses how the Bukharan army has remained at a stable 15,000 as opposed to
the desired 3,000 by the Russian government.43 This demonstrates the autonomy and
power wielded by Bukhara (contrary to the hopes of Russia), a power seemingly regarded
by Fraser as a failure of the Russian government to assert control. The desired decline of
a Bukharan military is not met, and thus, in claiming Bukhara as a protectorate, Russia
has not lived up to its responsibilities to militarily protect Bukhara, in the eyes of Fraser.
Fraser’s claims of a strong and perhaps too-independent Bukhara understand the distant
Russian rule over Bukhara as too lenient. In the face of growing reform movements and
the last attempts of monarchy to assert its power, the entry of Russia into the world of
cultural imperialism is seen as insufficient.
The Emir, however, was a general in the Russian army, demonstrating the Tsar’s
reliance on the Emir as part of Russia’s imperial institutions. These ideas seem to be used
by the travel writers as a way of attributing Bukhara’s traits (especially the negative ones)
as the de facto responsibility of the Russian Empire. Additionally, the mention of the
cooperation of the Bukharan and Russian armies suggests what these authors see as too
much equality in the governance of Central Asia. As stated by Olufson, “the Emir does
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not take any great interest in his army…” and furthermore, sees Russia as “responsible
for the integrity of Bokhara.”44 In the Emir’s ranking of general, he is suggested as
unworthy of such power, the Russian government irresponsible in this delegation of
power.
Rickmers, despite his superficial compliments toward the culture of the city, sees
its attributes as a prized possession of Russia; he states, “[Russia] deserves to reap what
she has sown.”45 Furthermore, he understands Russian incursion as a lifeline for the
Emirate as “the troops of the White Tsar stand in a peaceful land, into which the railway
infuses fresh blood and new life.”46 As David MacKenzie asserts in “Turkestan’s
Significance to Russia,” Russia, by the beginning of the twentieth century, shifted its
focus from political and military control over Central Asia toward its usage for raw
materials.47 It would thus seem as though the shift away from strong military and political
control was viewed as a cession of power from Russia unto its colony. Considering
Bukhara’s status as a protectorate, its autonomy being a defining differentiation from it
and other colonies in Russian Turkestan, these assertions of declining Russian power may
indeed be emblematic of growing international concern over the social and cultural goals
of imperialism.
Not only do these texts view Russian control as insufficient, but also the growth
of Bukharan despotism as a catalyst to the already-waning influence of Russia over its
colonies. Kemp states, “It might have been hoped that Russian influence would have had
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some effect in ameliorating things; but even the Russophile Skrine admits that it has had
no civilizing influence on the Khanate of Bokhara. Slavery, tyranny, and barbarism are
still allowed free scope, in order that their disintegrating effect may the more readily
place it under Russian dominion.”48 This understands the Russian Empire as having some
responsibility of westernizing Bukhara and bringing it under a scope of more direct
control; however, the conceptualization of Bukhara’s “backward” traditions as leading
further to its loss of power demonstrates an understanding of Kemp that the “old world”
of Bukhara (while not as idyllic as the one portrayed by Rickmers) was demonstrative of
a crumbling Bukharan monarchy upon which Russia could capitalize.

East and West
These travel journals ultimately are unable to reconcile Russia as a decidedly
European Imperial power or an Eastern ‘other.’ As Russia created a protectorate, the
ideas of such indirect rule are seen by the Western world as an inherent problem of
Russian imperialism, reason for Russia’s inability to operate in the Western sphere or its
fall from grace.
As noted before, Kemp writes, “Bokhara is still the same to-day, the most
fanatical and the most corrupt city in Asia, though outwardly to the eye of the casual
stranger clothed with the respectability that its European masters exact.”49 Here, Russia is
notably a European power; the superficial control it wields over Bukhara is not
necessarily because of its difference from other European powers, but rather, the
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supposed flaws of the people it governs. As Khalid writes, of Russian goals in Central
Asia that used “the usual nineteenth-century imperial notions of replacing the arbitrary,
‘Asiatic’ despotism of local rulers by good government, the pacification of the
countryside, and the increase in trade and prosperity,”50 he helps to characterize the idea
of superficial Russian governance as indicated by the travelogues. The shortcomings of
these Russian ambitions were fundamentally used to characterize Bukhara as a barbaric
land and thus, as Alexander Morrison claimed, evidence of Russian ‘inadequacy’ in
cultural imperialism.
Khalid further elaborates on the intentions of Kaufman in the creation of the
Turkestan Governate-General; “The aim of Russian policy ought to be to protect these
noble savages from the influence of the fanatical Islam produced in the cities.”51 In this
respect, Kemp, Rickmers, Fraser, and Olufson may very well imply the failure of Russia
to meet the colonial goals it set out for Turkestan in the nineteenth century. As Russian
ambitions in Central Asia changed in the wake of revolution and the First World War, it
seems to have deeply affected the ability of Russia to be regarded as a Western imperial
nation as it entered into a phase of cultural imperialism.

Conclusion
Overall, these travelogues suggest that the court of the Emir morphed from one of
‘charming’ ceremony, to one bloated and corrupted by these traditions. In first
constructing the court by means of its despotism, placing the court within a romanticized
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past, and then tying Bukharan despotism to that of the crumbling Russian government,
these travel journals manage to assert an underlying delegitimization of Russia’s status as
a Western imperial power.
This is significant in that it changes the face of these travel journals; not only
were they romanticized or biting portraits of Central Asia, but also a commentary on the
status of ideas of direct and indirect colonial rule in a period that struggled with
maintaining past power. In understanding the extent of Russian colonialism, these
European travel journals describe Bukhara in their ideal notions of direct control,
seeming to criticize the autonomy it is given under its status as a protectorate. If Russia is
to govern Bukhara, it has left the core of Bukharan governance too far out of its reach,
providing the Emir too much power to avoid what could have been the strong hand of
Russian colonial influence (at least in the eyes of these writers). Given the vulnerability
of the Russian monarchy during this period, the superficial control it wielded over
Bukharan politics is clearly a point of contention within the travelogues.
These sources demonstrate exactly what Edward Said claimed; Europeans used
their own characterizations of Asian customs as “backwards” to justify exploitation of
Russia’s colonial territories. In the aftermath of Russian competition over the Steppe with
Great Britain and the global competition for imperial dominance which Russia was just
starting to join in a manner similar to the rest of Western Europe, the evaluations of
Bukhara were able to categorize Russia’s colonial power.
Russian imperialism, as historiography would suggest, attempted to join the ranks
of the rest of Europe, yet its rejection and insufficiency in the eyes of the travel writers
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demonstrates the policies the crumbling Russian monarchy adopted for the sake of
stability. If Russia was to prevent itself from becoming more obsolete on the global stage,
its colonial policies could not remain. The manner in which European sources utilized
discussion of territories like Bukhara as a way of asserting their legitimacy as global
powers helps to understand the way in which colonialism attempted to stabilize volatile
governments. In a world about to enter a true global war, the legacy of Imperialism, often
relegated to the ethnographic and travel surveys of the nineteenth century was
increasingly relevant in the vast competition for territorial expansion going into the
twentieth century.
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Chapter 2
Empire and Royal Courts
Introduction
The pomp and circumstance of the Emir’s court, his great wealth, and troubled
country were not too unlike the court of Tsar Nicholas II. Given the popular revolts
against Nicholas’ tyrannical rule and criticisms of the splendor of the royal family, the
last tsar of Russia was clearly removed from the general populace. The close association
of monarchs of Europe was key to Nicholas’ power. His cousin George V, for instance,
was a well-known close friend and associate. Despite Russia’s inability to truly join the
colonialist world of Great Britain, a friendship of monarchs was still possible. His
frequent association with the Emir of Bukhara, was arguably an attempt to strengthen
monarchy through the creation of an elite inner circle of nobility, effectively the
establishment of a monarchical space, an environment in which the monarchs could
thrive in opulence away from the demands of an oppressed constituency.
While Western travel authors looked at the effect of Russian military control in
Bukhara and reflections of Russian culture in the Emir’s own court, they fundamentally
failed in any analysis of the role of the Bukharan monarch in Nicholas’ own political
inner circle. In regards to Said’s characterization of orientalism as the use of Asia to
Europe, the Western travel authors clearly employed this in their evaluations of the
Russian Empire; however, it is evident Nicholas II used Bukhara to uphold his old reign.
In the early twentieth century, Central Asian monarchical power was utilized both as an
assessment of Russian power by outsiders, as well as an assertion of Russia as one of
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these Western powers. As these writers reconciled ideas of how Bukhara related to the
Russian Empire by crafting narratives of the court of the Emir through written narratives,
photographic surveys produced by Russia itself demonstrates the Russian and Bukharan
monarchies as intertwined in a manner different from the one portrayed by the Western
travel authors.
Throughout the later half of the nineteenth century, until the final years of
Nicholas II’s reign, extensive photographic surveys were conducted throughout the
Russian Empire, particularly in Central Asia- Russian Turkestan. Between 1909 and
1912, photographer Sergeii Prokudin Gorskii was commissioned by Tsar Nicholas II to
capture the image of Russia’s vast territory in order to portray a sense of grandeur to
Russia’s natural wonders to the Russian people, the rest of Europe. The Prokudin Gorskii
Album likely took influence from the earlier Turkestan Album, which similarly portrayed
the traditional, however fabilized society of the steppes. In addition to this very
intentional ethnographic and historical surveys, were the candid photos of the Romanov
family album and those that were stored in the government archives, all of which
demonstrate the complex relationship between the Tsar and the Emir of Bukhara.
Much like the travelogues of Europeans through Central Asia demonstrated
international perspectives toward Russian conduct in Bukhara and provided an
observation of colonial conduct, analysis of the photographs of early twentieth century
Russia (and its empire) demonstrate the more intimate interactions between the Tsar and
Emir, and thus, a Russian perspective. Bukhara and Russia utilized their amicable
relationship in order to provide for the personal support of one another’s monarchs. This
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is demonstrated through the photography of the Prokudin Gorskii album, the Turkestan
album, government photographs, and the Romanov family album.

Argument
Nicholas II and the Emir both utilized informal meetings and increasingly artistic
and/or casual modes of media to achieve a sense of stability for their simultaneously
crumbling monarchies. Effectively, they incorporated one another into their respective
monarchical spaces, both in the physical presence of the Emir in Nicholas’ court and the
creation of new traditions that symbolized the growth of Russia’s Empire into Bukharan
lands. This application of soft power on both the parts of the Tsar and the Emir
demonstrates the significance of Russian power to the decline of Bukhara as well as its
attempts at self strengthening. Soft power was ultimately deployed in the form of
photographic surveys, cross-cultural traditions, and the assertion of these relations as part
of Russia’s inherent ownership of the Steppes.

Soft Power
Photographs of the Emir, both in his Bukharan court and in the inner sanctums of
Nicholas’ capital, display the concurrent decay of monarchical power in Bukhara and the
Russian Empire. This is made primarily evident as the need for monarchical alliances as
democratization, westernization, and the collapse of Russian monarchy seemed
inevitable. The Inter-revolutionary period not only affected the Western international
reckonings of Bukhara, but also the more localized and personal relationship between the
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Tsar and the final two Emirs of Bukhara. Given the political instability and revolutionary
dissent that developed in the early twentieth century and began to truly cement itself in
Russian governance after the 1905 Revolution, the desire of both monarchs for political
stability transcended many previous patterns of Russian colonial rule. We can thus
understand both the ethnographic photographs and the more intimate ones from the
Romanov Family album as evidence of this applied soft power.
The 1905 Revolution in Russia signified the first popularly-fronted death knell for
Tsardom. The establishment of a parliamentary Duma tried to curtail the power of Tsar
Nicholas II, a clear attempt to liken Russia to other Western Monarchies. However, the
Duma was a body with little actual power. For example, the July Congress of Zemstvo
and City Council Representatives, in their proposal of the “Fundamental Law of the
Russian Empire,” with its proposal for “the rule of law, civil liberties, freedom of
association, and the creation of a bicameral legislature,” still could not curtail the power
of the monarchy.52 Ultimately, the Duma could not make any decisions that altered the
state apparatus and essentially acted as a consultative entity to the Tsar.53 This limited
power, however, still came with the ultimate ability to restrict Nicholas’ access to
bureaucratic organs, which could ultimately influence his power in international settings.
Thus, Following the 1905 Revolution, Nicholas’ need for increasing control over
diplomatic functions increased. Stolypin tried to enhance the role of the Council of
Ministers after taking control in 1906, as opposed to Nicholas’ hopes for a disjointed
bureaucracy that could not amass too much power within its bureaucratic organs. As a
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result, Stolypin tightened control over various ministries like the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, demonstrating the ability of the Duma to at least take control over Russia’s legal
influence in its colonies. Nicholas would instead have to resort to his inner circle and his
own personal means to make waves abroad.

Photography in the Creation of Central Asia
Given the Western ideations of Bukhara and its corruption at the hands of both its
own culture and the failure of Russia to assimilate its colonies and protectorates,
understanding Russian sources pertaining to Bukhara is essential. Not only were Western
travel writers orientalizing Bukhara, but so was Russia, albeit the orientalization on
Russia’s part was for the strengthening of empire, whereas for the travel writers, it was a
symbol of Russia’s decline. This acquisition of perception is crucial to understanding the
variance in colonialist rhetoric, and the multifaceted implications of exotification as a
tool of both ostracization and assimilation.
Prokudin Gorskii’s photographic survey was not the first expedition of its kind
into the southern lands of the Empire. The Turkestan Album, produced between 1871 and
1872, presented a series of images of the traditional lifestyle, landscape, and architecture
of the steppes. Similar to the Prokudin Gorskii pictures, this album also came from a
Russian photographer. It asserts a distinct Central Asian character. The “Ethnographic
Part,” for example, includes photographs of people in dress traditional to the various
regions of Russian Turkestan.
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“Kirghiz Travelling Wagon” (left) and “Bukharan Tent” (Right), Syr Darya Oblast, Turkestan Album,
Ethnographic Part, (1871-72), Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress.

Pictured above are photographs from the Syr Darya Oblast, of Kirghiz travellers
(left) and a Bukharan tent (right). Like other pictures in this section, these are scenes of
everyday Central Asian life, demonstrating the traditional customs of the Turkestani
peoples. The mobile yurts and tents around which they sit are especially emblematic of
this nomadic lifestyle. They are scenes of a nomadic life presumably untouched by
Russian influence, demonstrated not only by their dress, but also the fact that the
sedentary influence of the intrusion of a capitalist economy and trade infrastructure
The European travel writers and the photographic surveys both saw Turkestan as
a land shaped by Russian colonialism, with only a quaint (if not, barbaric) pre-colonial
tradition that still lived on. As Margaret Dikovitskaya states, the Turkestan Album’s
Historical Part only records the post-colonial Turkestan, negating pre-Russian conquest
as a “pre historical” period.54 The Ethnographic Part, as shown above, places imagery of
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this, perhaps fabled traditional (and perhaps pre-Russian) time in the forefront; however,
the Album was ultimately conducted as an imperial survey under orders from Tsar
Alexander II. It is inherently post-Russian conquest by its very nature. Thus, even in
crafting an image of a Turkestan clearly different from Russia, it is ultimately a land
owned by Russia, and despite its cultural differences, tied to the legacy of Russian rule.
While the nomadic culture of most of the peoples residing in Turkestan prevented the
construction of the same ancient structures heralded by many other sedentary cultures,
Dikovitskaya notes how the archaeological section of the album discusses the ancient
monuments photographed as “the past life of the region in preserved ancient monuments”
and asserts these as simply remnants of an advanced culture long gone.55 Much like how
the travel authors asserted the detriment weak Russian governance had brought to
Bukhara, the semi-colonial, semi-traditional culture shown in the Turkestan Album is
perhaps asserting a similar idea of Russian colonial rule that could not fully integrate into
Bukhara. The Turkestan Album, however, turned this very idea into a portrayal of a
distant, exotic land, that was, if nothing else, a triumph of the Tsar and an indicator of the
extent of Russia’s newly acquired territories. As the travel writers saw this traditionalism
as either a quaint reminiscing of the past or a failure of the Russian Empire to secure
cultural dominance, the Turkestan Album clearly demonstrates an intentional portrayal of
this Russian-owned land that is a reminder of Russian ownership of seemingly foreign
people.
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As Russia attempted to portray a subservient Bukhara through photographs, it was also
doing so through the changes to the Bukharan economy and social structure, particularly
shown in the increasingly sedentary society Bukhara was developing which led to drastic
hierarchical intensification. While both military and political action were changing
Bukhara, so was the soft power of photographs. Meanwhile, the Emirs were attempting to
utilize their own soft power to gain influence in this Russian governance. Particularly
under the rule of Abdul Ahad Khan, the grandeur of his court, his extensive wealth, and
his elaborate presentations of gifts to Russia caught the eye of local Russian governors,
who found themselves unable to resist his insistence on displaying his control over
Bukharan society.56 This shows the Emir’s appeals not only directly to the center of the
Russian imperial domain, but also to its local level governance in Turkestan. Thus, while
the Turkestan Album was collected, the courts of the Emir and the Tsar were
concurrently using their own wealth and ambitions to strengthen their power over their
image.
Fundamentally, the Turkestan album helps to further understand the diplomatic
conduct of Russia as it first entered Central Asia in the nineteenth century. By the
twentieth century, as political conditions in Russia deteriorated, it seems the usage of
Central Asia as imagery of the expansion of the empire remained consistent; the colonial
ideology of the Russian state under Alexander II was left largely unchanged when it came
to the usage of ethnographic surveys under Nicholas II, shown in the widely popular
Prokudin Gorskii Album.
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Prokudin Gorskii
Prokudin Gorskii’s Album showed the presence of Russia, specifically Tsar
Nicholas II, in the outer regions of the Empire. Not only were these photographs a
symbol of Russia’s declining imperial power, but also the relationship that grew between
Nicholas II and the last Emir of Bukhara. Prokudin Gorskii’s photographs of Bukhara
highlight its status not only as part of the Russian empire, but also as a distinct “other”
within the legal connection it had to Russia.
Prokudin Gorskii was also a chemist and scientist, experimenting with new forms
of technology in color photography. The color photographs, while innovative in their
process and product, were still motivated by the patriotic desires of the court; Prokudin
Gorskii himself wrote of the album, “arouse love for the motherland, interest in studying
its beauties and inexhaustible riches, without which it is unthinkable to teach truly
patriotic feelings to the youth.”57 While Prokudin Gorskii clearly maintained a similar
sentiment to Nicholas, the photographs will be utilized here as an assertion of Nicholas’
imperial and personal goals, not necessarily as a reflection of Prokudin Gorskii’s own
ideology. Though Prokudin Gorskii’s claims of patriotism and the desire of Nicholas to
show the scope of his empire were indeed factors in the creation of the Album, these
attempts were arguably made as a way to demonstrate both ownership over the Steppes,
as well as to protect the layer of monarchy that pervaded over all of the Empire’s
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territory, a corrupt monarch in Bukhara who saw himself as an ally to both Nicholas II
and the religious ulama that controlled the Bukharan bureaucracy.
The portrayal of a despotic Emir by the Western travel authors was indeed
reflected in Prokudin Gorskii’s surveys.
Given the Prokudin Gorskii album’s assertion that the steppes were part of
Russia, does this similarly suggest that the Prokudin Gorskii album framed the Central
Asia it captured as part of a distinctly colonial, yet exoticized present like the Turkestan
Album? Furthermore, does the very nature of the Prokudin Gorskii album suggest a
similar assertion of Central Asia as prehistoric? As Dikovitskaya writes,
“Prokudin-Gorskii helped create an image of the savage who had to be delivered from the
vices of ‘medieval darkness’ but whose capability to change and a readiness to embrace
the civilized lifestyle had been severely impeded by the centuries of ‘despotism and
tyranny’ and was therefore questioned by Russians.”58 This emphasis on traditionalism in
Central Asian culture, thus, was utilized not just in the aggrandizement of the Empire, but
in the assertion of Russia as a savior of its colonies and protectorates. The Prokudin
Gorskii album’s reflection of the Turkestan album’s exotification of the steppes
demonstrates the continued power of ethnography in asserting Russian dominance.
In its portrayal of Central Asian elites and civilians alike, the Prokudin Gorskii
album specifically highlights the traditional character of people in the outer regions of the
Russian Empire. Specifically, in its attention to monarchs like Said Mir Mohammed Alim
Khan or Isfandiyar Khan of Khiva, Prokudin Gorskii pays attention to the grandeur of
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traditional Turkestani monarchical ideals. The seated portrait of Emir Mohammed Alim
Khan is one of Prokudin Gorskii’s most popular images, a photograph demonstrating the
wealth wielded by the court as seen in the gilded costume of the Emir. As stated earlier,
the practice of displaying the wealth of the Emirate often functioned as a way to maintain
some semblance of local power with the colonial incursion of Russia.59

Sergei Mikhailovich Prokudin Gorskii, Emir of Bukhara. Bukhara, 1 911, Prints and Photographs Division,
Library of Congress.

While the Emirs asserted power through their wealth, the imagery produced on
the Tsar’s watch of such wealth became a more complex political exchange than just the
Emir’s assertion of personal power or possession, or simply Russian orientalization of the
steppe. After conquering what was known as Transoxiana, the propagation of Russian
power became centripetal to further inquisition into the region. In the initial conquest of
Turkestan, it was the belief of the ministers of the Russian court that any sovereignty
granted to the people of Central Asia would fundamentally weaken the reputation of
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Russia amongst European powers.60 The initial Russian conquest of Central Asia
operated under a principle of superiority of Russian governance over the local rule of
Turkestan. By the time of Nicholas’ rule, however, this idea of superiority at all costs
seems to have deteriorated, instead, the status of Bukhara as a protectorate that could
maintain some degree of local governance was at least promulgated on the front lines.
Thus, the wealth of Bukhara could remain intact; now, it would assert the scope and
seemingly unlimited wealth of Nicholas’ Empire.
The travelogues of Western Europeans describe the court functions of the Emir’s
palace as ornate, antiquated, somewhat quaint, and emblematic of a dysfunctional
autocracy. As noted earlier in Kemp’s writings, “It might have been hoped that Russian
influence would have had some effect in ameliorating things; but even the Russophile
Skrine admits that it has had no civilizing influence on the Khanate of Bokhara. Slavery,
tyranny, and barbarism are still allowed free scope, in order that their disintegrating effect
may the more readily place it under Russian dominion.”61 Given the nature of the
Prokudin Gorskii photographs, while perhaps simply a portrait of the traditional customs
of the Bukharan monarch, they also allude to the grandeur of his reign and the
significance of this pomp and circumstance in the promotion of Russian Imperial goals.
In the Western eye, Bukhara could not exist without being reeled into debates over
Russia’s status as an imperial power.
While Prokudin Gorskii highlights the cultural differences of the Central Asian
people, choosing to portray them in traditional nomadic settings, he ultimately does so as
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a means of demonstrating the expanse of the Russian Empire. This is shown through the
intentional foreignness of these people. Many of the shots of people within the entire
album are combined with marvelous landscapes and vibrant pictures of Russian and
European estates and gardens. Thus, the unique culture of the Central Asian (and
Bukharan) people, is essential to the assertion of Russian power. Prokudin Gorskii’s work
demonstrates the imperial Russian idea that Central Asia was both a subject of Russia,
but also considered something outside the scope of “ethnic Russia.” Photographs like
“Nomadic Kazakhs on the Steppes” and “Children Seated” (shown below) demonstrate
the traditional, nomadic character of the people of the steppe. Like in the portrait of the
Emir, they are seen as traditional elements of a place drastically different from Russia.

Sergei Mikhailovich Prokudin-Gorskii, Nomadic
Kirghiz, 1911, Digital color rendering, Prints and
Photographs Division, Library of Congress,
LC-DIG-ppmsc-03979 (6)

Sergei Mikhailovich Prokudin Gorskii, Group of
eleven adults and children, seated on a rug, in front
of a yurt, 1905-1915, Prints and Photographs
Division, Library of Congress,
LC-DIG-prokc-20086.
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While the Prokudin Gorskii Album is given attention for the developments in
color photography in the early twentieth century, the way in which the album both
parallels and reinterprets the work of the Turkestan Album is of great political
significance. Paul E. Chevedden discusses how studies of photography of the Middle East
(and Central Asia) are confined to evaluation of the photographs as art forms, purely
valuable for their aesthetic qualities.62 In this concept of “photomania” in the analysis of
Middle Eastern photography, “the meaning of a photographic image is confined to the
narrow limits of the print surface alone.”63 Given the need to uncover the context behind
these photographs, it is essential, as Chevedden asserts, to understand early developments
of photography not just as an art form, but a tool of recording. In addition to these
photographs providing valuable historical context, the very nature of these photographs
arguably existed as a mode of political conduct for the Russian Empire.

Western Influence
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The differences between St. Petersburg and Bukhara, while highlighted by
Prokudin Gorskii in his showcase of the traditional settings and customs of the Central
Asian, are surrounded by suggestions of more interconnection between the two
governments than meets the eye.

Sergei Mikhailovich Prokudin Gorskii, Emir
Shirbudun’s Palace in a Country Grove. Bukhara,
1905-1915, Prints and Photographs Division,
Library of Congress.

The Emir’s palace, built in the nineteenth century, with its colorful facade, was
notably reminiscent of European architectural styles of the time, especially seen in the
fenestration. The towers in the four corners, on the other hand, are unmistakably, a
hallmark of ancient Bukharan architecture. This photo demonstrates the fusion of
Bukharan and Russian monarchical structures. Given Nicholas’ commissioning of the
photographic survey, the inclusion of the palace only further demonstrates attempts by
the Russian monarchy to reel in Bukhara under its wing. Again, Bukhara, though distinct
in its cultural tradition, was part of the Russian Empire, a claim Nicholas II continually
asserted through the employment of such photographs. Much like the central and western
European travellers who gave their accounts of Bukhara, the use of the Prokudin Gorskii
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photographs, in addition to capturing the political scope of Nicholas’ Empire, also
demanded that the lands not ethnically Russian be interpreted as culturally part of the
Empire.
As stated in the 1873 Treaty between Russia and Bukhara, Bukhara’s status as an
Emirate committed it to Russian trade arrangements.64 Thus, while its status as a
protectorate entitled it to sovereignty in local rule, this power was largely meaningless in
the larger scope of Bukhara’s position on the world stage. Russia’s immense economy
left Bukhara completely dependent upon Russia for survival, essentially a vassal state.65
Given the nature of Bukharan semi-autonomy, the photographs of the Prokudin Gorskii
Album and the Turkestan Album show the autonomous Bukharan character of the Emir’s
court, whereas the Romanov Family Album and pictures from the government archives
are demonstrative of the acknowledgement of the Emir as a subject of Russia. The use of
varying photographic sources in crafting the image of Central Asia are paramount to
understanding the often contradictory Russian interpretation of its power as a colonial
entity.
In the mid to late nineteenth century, orientalizing art forms were utilized in the
creation of a subservient Turkestan. For example, Keller further notes Governor General
of Turkestan Konstantin Von Kaufman’s use of Vereschagin’s paintings and the
Turkestan album’s depictions of Central Asian life, as well as romanticized (and often
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brutal) portrayals of the conquest.66 However, by the turn of the century, such propaganda
was utilized for a new purpose. While Keller further discusses the change in policy under
the last two Emirs, who became “savvy investors in the new economic order,”67 this does
not fully take into account the changing Russian political landscape. This ‘new’ Russia
could now use its portrayals of the steppe not only to display its power, but also the
power wielded by the monarchs living there. Ultimately, Nicholas simultaneously
disenfranchised and upheld the reign of the last Emir in the commissioning of the
Prokudin Gorskii album. To the eyes of the camera commissioned by Nicholas, the
Bukharans were always subservient outsiders, yet Nicholas continued to assert the
continuation of their traditions as a form of Bukharan “freedom” under Russian rule, a
belief that the Emir subsequently attempted to use to his own benefit.

The Mosque
While Nicholas II was awaiting the Prokudin Gorskii album to show the Russian
populace the grandeur of its vast territory, he focused his attention on the connection of
Bukhara to the physical landscape of the capital. In 1910, Nicholas ordered the
construction of a mosque in St. Petersburg. This construction was intended for the 25th
anniversary of the rule of Emir Abdul Ahad Khan, particularly in preparation for the visit
of the Emir to the city. Initially, in 1882, Count Tolstoy approved the plans for the
creation of the mosque.
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While the Russian government began to codify the Islamic law of Bukhara while
externally decreeing its lack of involvement in the cultural affairs of the Emirate,
Nicholas II took a different role in the incorporation of Bukhara into the Empire. Through
these diplomatic meetings and casual invitations, Nicholas, to some degree, avoided the
paradox of control over Bukharan customs, by creating new court traditions alongside the
Emir on St. Petersburg soil. Not only was Bukhara being represented in St. Petersburg,
but this representation was seemingly inextricably linked to the monarchs and their
personal patronage. Rather than the mosque being an appeal to the Bukharans, it was
instead a joint endeavor between Tsar and Emir to show the connection of their courts
while simultaneously allowing Nicholas II to demonstrate the very same sentiments
found in the Prokudin Gorskii Album. This is evident in the imagery of pre-colonial
Bukharan tradition, acknowledgment of the mosque as part of the St. Petersburg
landscape, and the direct connection of the construction project to the last two emirs of
Bukhara.
Stylistically, the St. Petersburg mosque is reminiscent of those in Bukhara. In
particular, it was replicated after the tomb of Tamerlane in Samarkand. Pictured below is
the Samarkand Mosque which was originally built in the early fifteenth century. This
photograph was taken by Prokudin Gorskii during his travels circa 1905. It is no wonder
Nicholas and his father before him attempted to recreate such a spectacle in Russia; after
all, according to the Prokudin Gorskii album, the tomb was representative of the
distinctive cultural history of Bukhara.
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Sergei Mikhailovich Prokudin Gorskii, Dome of the
Gur-Emir Mosque. Samarkand, 1905-1915, L
 ibrary
of Congress.

As noted, the St. Petersburg Mosque (pictured below), especially its dome, looks
incredibly similar to the Samarkand mosque (pictured above). The St. Petersburg mosque
was not simply a structure of worship for the Muslims of the city, but a calling by order
of Nicholas II to recreate part of what he considered his empire, just closer to home. This
photograph was eventually placed in the Central State Archive of Cinema and Photo
Documents of Leningrad. These state-curated pictures demonstrate the importance of the
mosque’s construction to the historical fabric of the Russian Empire.
The Gur-e-Amir Tomb (or Tomb of Tamerlane) became the crypt of the Timurid
Dynasty, which died off just before the rise of the Khanate of Bukhara in the early
sixteenth century. Additionally, Samarkand, once the capital of Uzbekistan soon declined
in power and the Bukhara became the capital. The Manghit Dynasty, which began in
1785 changed the title of the rule from Khan to Emir, due to the fact that the Manghits,
unlike the Timurids, were not descended from Genghis Khan. In recreating the mosque in
St. Petersburg, even at the patronage of Abdul Ahad Khan, shows the Russian court’s
particular attention and willingness to affirm the ancient (and “long-lost”) histories of the
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Emirate and the surrounding region, per Dikovitskaya’s argument. With this, we see that
Nicholas II not only utilized Prokudin Gorskii’s photographs of the steppes to expand the
reach of the Empire, but the incorporation of Muslim spaces in the then-capital.
Additionally, the construction of the mosque in 1910, the last year of Abdul Ahad Khan’s
rule, signifies the importance of the Emir to Nicholas’ reign and the monuments of the
city itself. Additionally, the inclusion of Tamerlane’s tomb in Prokudin Gorskii’s survey
demonstrates the repeated importance of such a landmark.

Unknown photographer, Mosque. 7 Kronversky
Prospekt, 1910-1912, photograph, in Before the
Revolution: St. Petersburg in Photographs:
1890-1914 by Mikhail Pavlovich Iroshnikov, Yury
B. Shelayev, and Liudmila A. Protsai, (New York:
Harry N. Abrams Inc, 1991): 198, originally taken
from the Central State Archive of Cinema and Photo
Documents of Leningrad.

The inclusion of the mosque as a central landmark in the archives of St.
Petersburg further demonstrates the attempts to assert Bukhara as part of the identity of
the Russian Empire. That is, Bukhara was a distinct other from what it meant to be
“Russian,” yet was still indeed a part of what those “Russians” considered their country.
At least, that was the case for the Tsar. As Stolypin attempted to control governmental
affairs, the construction of the mosque under Nicholas II in his capital could be seen not
only as emblematic of the already-established diplomatic conduct between Russia and
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Bukhara, but also an attempt to draw a fellow monarch into the physical space of St.
Petersburg. In fact, Said Abdul Ahad was the largest donor to the project, demonstrating
the collaboration between Nicholas and the Emirs in such a project. Not only was
Nicholas inviting the Emir into his inner circle through the initiative of the tsars before
him, but the Emir was looking towards Russia for ways in which to incorporate notions
of Bukharan power into Nicholas’ domain.
Ultimately, the incorporation of Bukharan structures into St. Petersburg life was a
contribution toward the expansion of Russia, not only as a colonizer but also as an
assimilator. Bukharan life would come into Russia at the hands of the Russian rulers (or
at least within Russian territory). In this sense, Bukhara was not an autonomous land
coming to Russia as foreign dignitaries, but rather a subservient, yet strong monarchy
amidst the larger Empire. If the Prokudin Gorskii albums were showing the diversity of
the Empire and its far reaches, the St. Petersburg mosque and invitation of the Emir to the
tercentenary could show how, in fact, these lands weren’t so far away that they were out
of Nicholas’ reach.

Romanov Family Album
As Bukharan culture was brought into the capital of Russia as a public diplomatic
display, Nicholas’ court strove to bring Bukharan leaders closer to the heart of Russian
monarchy. The Romanov album paints a more intimate picture of the nature of Bukharan
relations within the Romanov court itself. The last two Emirs of Bukhara were drawn into
the close quarters of the Romanov house, and to Nicholas’ inner political circle. Still, the
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Bukharans were always outsiders, as noted in the Prokudin Gorskii pictures. These
photographs suggest not only diplomatic meetings between the Tsar and Emir as a
personal venture, but also the incorporation of one another into their respective political
spaces.

Romanov, House of, The Romanov Family: Album
4, 1909-1910, The Romanov Collection, Beinecke
Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
Photograph 5, p. 9.

In the above photograph, Emir Abdul-Ahad Khan, father to Mohammed Alim
Khan stands with the inner circle of the palace including Admiral Konstantin Nilov in the
Tsar’s garden. The inclusion of the Emir, not only in Nicholas’ court, but in the periphery
of his close associates and members of the interior demonstrated the political power
potential in such diplomatic endeavors. In the Memoir of Count Witte, Prime Minister of
Russia from 1905 to 1906, he describes the Emir’s visit to Russia and pays specific
attention to his use of the Emir’s use of a well-known Russian doctor as his personal
physician.68 Even further, he writes of Abdul Ahad Khan’s death and the notable
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ascension of his son who served in the Russian military and even studied in Russia.69
Both Emirs of the early twentieth century were clearly deeply embedded in the Russian
monarchy, its opulence, and its willingness to bring Bukharan dignitaries into the inner
sanctum of the Tsar for the grand purpose of colonial expansion.
Emir Mohammed Alim Khan as well as the Khan of Khiva and members of
Caucasian royalty were invited to Nicholas II’s Tercentenary in 1913. To quote author
Charles Emmerson, “The Russian Empire gloried above all in the extent of its territory,
secondly in the size of its population, and thirdly in the diversity of the peoples which fell
under Romanov rule.”70 While the Prokudin Gorskii expedition travelled into these lands
to capture the far-away power of the Emir, Bukhara was also incorporated into the
physical framework of the Russian capital. Not only was Russia a massive empire, but
Nicholas was able to demonstrate his direct connection to these rulers. While the album
he commissioned may have portrayed them as foreign, exotic leaders, orientalized
portrayals of a far-off, conquered land, the placement of the Emir in Nicholas’ court back
in Russia told a far different story. Now, it would seem Nicholas had transformed his
narrative to ensure that Bukhara, contrary to the testimony of many travel authors, was
still well-within Russia’s grasp. While the ethnic divisions between Bukharans and
Russians were enumerated in the travelogues and photographic surveys, the unity of the
two monarchs became more pronounced with the creation of new traditions at the turn of
the century.
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The tercentenary itself was one of Nicholas’ most significant displays of tsardom,
empire, and the changing face of the Romanov dynasty. New, informal traditions were
created in order to try to connect Nicholas to the people.71 This included events like the
tercentenary and the organization of the coronation; “Nicholas exploited the tercentenary
celebrations to the full in order to reinforce the ‘scenario of power’ which he performed
as Tsar.”72 Inherently, these guests served a purpose to Russia, incorporated into a
semi-religious festivity in order to assert the power and scope of the Russian Empire,
specifically the Empire as ordained by Nicholas. Much like the photograph of Emir
Abdul-Ahad Khan interacting with the inner circle of the Russian monarchy, the
tercentenary invitation symbolized the importance of the Central Asian monarchs to the
legitimacy of Nicholas’ reign. Additionally, the tradition and grandeur of the Bukharan
court shown in Prokudin Gorskii’s image of the Emir seems to be reflected in the new
traditions of Nicholas’ court; in the Prokudin Gorskii photograph, the pomp and
circumstance in the Russian court is indeed paralleled in Bukhara. However indirectly or
even unintentionally, the traditionalism and distinctly non-Russian style of the Emir, was
brought into St. Petersburg.
While Western travel authors asserted an uncivilized political system in Bukhara,
their consistent romanticization of long-lost, ancient traditions may be a key in looking at
Nicholas’ attempts to use colonial expansion as a means of forming new traditions. It
would seem that the travel writers saw twentieth-century Bukhara as a place lacking in
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culture, but Nicholas saw this culture (however negatively he interpreted it) as essential
in forming a new idea of what empire and tsardom meant.

Diplomacy
Not only were the Emirs invited to Russia for special ceremonies, but also for
regular diplomatic meetings, many of which were captured in the Romanov Family
Album. Not only were the Romanov photos revealing the interior of the court, but also
were utilized in the aggrandizement of the Empire. Like the pictures Nicholas
commissioned from Prokudin Gorskii, the inclusion of the Emirs in court rituals and
proceedings was a matter of demonstrating the size of Russia. However, the interpersonal
conduct between the two also showed the Emir as an equal of sorts (in the sense that he
too was a great monarch). Seymour Becker writes of Emir Abdul Ahad Khan in the years
following the 1896 coronation, “Thereafter he made almost annual trips to Russia. When
in St. Petersburg, he was lodged in the Winter Palace, received at court, honored with
dinners and balls and visits from members of the imperial family and government
officials.”73 Witte’s writings should only serve to highlight this treatment of the Emirs
like royalty.
The Romanov album is not only unique for its portrayal of foreign dignitaries but
also a more casual style of photography, one that captured the inside of the court,
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portraying the Tsar and his family not only as royalty, but as people. Arguably, the fun,
carefree photographs of Nicholas’ family show a people living in isolation from the
turmoil of the increasingly chaotic Russia around them. The inclusion of the personal
lives of the tsars in the public persona of the monarchy began well-before the twentieth
century, as “the members of the ruler’s family were included in the realm of monarchical
representation during the eighteenth century.”74 However, the Romanov album allowed
for the life events of family members like birthdays, holidays, etc. to be captured
permanently as somewhat casual mementos of courtly life. Nicholas was ultimately
convinced that his divine right to rule was reflected in a complete devotion of the
peasantry to his reign, asserts historian Richard Wortman.75 In attempting to connect to
the people to prove his god-given right to be tsar, not only was Nicholas able to assert
himself as a ruler of the masses, but also, in his foreign conduct, as a close associate and
ally with dignitaries like the Emir. The mere display of the Emir’s personal invite to court
establishes Nicholas’ court proceedings as both an incredibly private and exclusive
manner, yet public in the ability of such moments to be captured on film. The Emir, by
mere inclusion in the album, was arguably included into this imagination of the life of the
Tsar.
Given Stolypin’s increased control over the Ministry of foreign affairs, Nicholas’
employment of his own personal diplomatic interactions likely stemmed from a desire to
assert monarchical control in his own domain. Do the interactions between the Emir and
Nicholas II perhaps indicate the use of interpersonal diplomatic meetings in order to
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emphasize the control over the Empire wielded personally by the tsar? Accepting
Wortman’s theory of Nicholas’ conviction of his divine right to rule, the conduct of
political diplomacy, and this diplomacy being captured on film, perhaps was an
intentional portrayal by the Tsar of the true international dominance of the Russian
Empire. By fundamentally incorporating the Emir into the inner sanctum of the court, and
the casual persona of Romanov family life, Nicholas was expanding the photographic
empire of Russia to work alongside the power of the Emir, all for his own benefit.
In understanding the nature of the family album, its intimacy, and casual nature,
the photographs of the Emir entering Nicholas’ court are more than a record of a
diplomatic meeting between leaders. They are representative of the Emir’s inclusion in
the ever-increasing isolation of the monarchical court of Russia. While simultaneously
being projected as a distant ruler by the Prokudin Gorskii Album, the Emir was shown as
having political clout in the physical court of Nicholas. Not only is this evident in the
Romanov Album, but in the changes to St. Petersburg’s landscape and tradition.

Colonialism
While it was in the mid nineteenth century that Russia invaded Turkestan, the
expansion of control was evident in the early twentieth century. With the ongoing
disintegration of Tsardom, not only did foreigners try to analyze the relationship between
Russia and its protectorates, but it is clear these two entities began to reconceptualize and
revitalize their relationship with one another. Arguably, the utilization of Bukhara in the
personal lives of the Romanovs as well as the international positioning of the Russian
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Empire is demonstrative of the simultaneous use of localized monarchical interactions
and colonial control in order to assert Russian power. The meetings between the Emir
and the Tsar were not only conduits for foreign contact, but methods by which the
Russian empire could assert control.
Power over Bukharan political affairs was not necessarily minimized as the
Western travelogues would suggest. Instead, it was applied from the far away court of the
Tsar. Seymour Becker argues, “In fact, to protect its interests in the khanates, the Russian
government consciously minimized disruptive modernizing influences, leaving the
traditional cultures of Bukhara and Khiva virtually intact.”76 While this may have been
the case in the reactions of Russia to the legal and political status of Islam in Central
Asia, the photographs of the Prokudin Gorskii album indicate something more than a
simple failure to properly portray Central Asian culture. While the Emir of Bukhara was
clearly allowed to retain some of his traditional customs, he was fundamentally part of
the Russian Empire. Despite the semi-autonomous status of Bukhara, in order to be
incorporated into Nicholas’ personal and political circle, the price to pay was any self
determination of Bukharan culture; now, the cost of inclusion was exotification.
Construction of the St. Petersburg mosque and invitations to the tercentenary rang
out similarly to conduct with any other foreign power. Both were tributes to what seemed
like an independent monarchy. Yet, the Prokudin Gorskii album and the earlier Turkestan
album tell a different story. In these albums, the Emirate was a distinctly different yet
subservient part of the Russian Empire. Thus, while Becker is correct in his assertion of
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the protectorates as having their traditions preserved, this ignores the inclusion of these
traditions solely for the sake of propping up the waning power of Nicholas II. By inviting
the emirs to his private court and into the inner sanctum of the Romanov family, Nicholas
was not simply treating the Emir as a visiting dignitary, but as part of his circle of close
allies, an indistinguishable part of the Empire. The far-reaching power of the Tsar over
Bukharan political affairs was perhaps one that did not take into consideration the effects
of Russian imperialism in Bukhara, but rather the effects of Russian imperialism in the
capital of the empire.
Furthermore, given the creation of new traditions within the Romanov court like
the tercentenary, the traditions of Bukhara might also be seen as ones adopted into this
Russian system of leadership; that is, the creation of a new, Russified, Bukharan
‘tradition’ through the Prokudin Gorskii album and the Turkestan album is plausible. The
instability of Nicholas’ power after the 1905 Revolution facilitated the ability of Russia
to essentially craft a Bukharan tradition that could sculpt the narrative of Russian
governance; Bukharan history was fundamentally incorporated into the colonial
narratives of the Turkestan and Prokudin Gorskii albums. Central Asia was not simply on
the periphery of Russian colonial existence, Khalid argues, but a dramatic contributor to
the foundation of “Russianness.”77 With the threat of being seen as weak in relation to
other Western imperialist powers, Nicholas decided to revive the Russian colonialism of
the nineteenth century, this time, defining it with these new traditions and assertions of
what constituted as culture.
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As both monarchs attempted to utilize the political clout of the other to promote
stability, they ultimately fuelled the demise of their totalitarian power; Russia was now
regarded by the West as weak in the face of the Emir’s corruption, while the Emir would
be heralded by the reformists in his own nation as part of a long-standing monarchical
corruption that spanned outside of Bukhara’s immediate realm.
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Chapter 3
Bukharan Reform Movements Under Russian Influence
Introduction
With the decline of Nicholas’ power after the 1905 Revolution and his subsequent
attempts to revive the colonial power Russia had wielded over Central Asia in the
nineteenth century, Bukhara’s monarchy was acquiring international recognition. Emir
Abdul Ahad Khan and his son Emir Mohammed Alim Khan were both increasingly
present in Nicholas’ court and in the political traditions of Russian tsardom by the turn of
the twentieth century. Despite this increasing prominence in Nicholas’ court, both emirs
continued to see the destabilization of their rule back in Bukhara due to growing reform
movements. Especially by 1910, with the ascension of Mohammed Alim Khan to the
throne, the Russian influences in the creation of the Bukharan elite were becoming more
apparent to Bukharan intellectuals. The centralization of Bukharan power modelled that
of Russia; in this regard, the incorporation of the Bukharan court into Russian politics as
a way to prop up the already-crumbling Russian Empire fuelled the decline of the Emir’s
stability and helped in the formation of reformist movements. It was not only the
corruption of the Emir, but his close association with Tsar Nicholas II that inspired the
educational, societal, and political reforms movements in Bukhara.
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Argument
The Bukharan intellectuals utilized the political and cultural influence of Nicholas
and the Emirs’ courts in their arguments for cultural reform as well as political
transparency. Arguably, the fall of both monarchies was at the core of the reformers’
ideology in the early twentieth century, rather than exclusively a class conflict or battle
over Bukharan culture. It is Russian culture and empire that is seen as a stable force by
these authors; whether this force is one of progression or of deterioration for Bukhara is
determined by how the reformers viewed the Emir. Given the status of Russia as a
colonizer, the Emir is either regarded as the antithesis of Russian (or Western)
progression, or as a corruption of Bukharan tradition due to the role of Russia in changes
to the Bukharan court. For some reformers, Russia as a whole was too European and too
inherently colonial, for others, it was the monarchy (Russian or Bukharan) that stood in
the way of true progress in Bukhara. The literature of these reformers and court
intellectuals demonstrates the division between social, civil, and even military society, as
opposed to division based specifically on that between Russian and Bukharan sources of
power.

Historiography
While other historians have focused on the development of independence
movements and reformist thought, this chapter seeks to include those components into
the discussion of the larger trends of imperial decay both in Bukhara and in Russia. In
other words, how were the Bukharan reform movements situated relative to the decline of
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the Russian empire and the effects of such on the Bukharan monarchy? Reformist
movements in Russia were a direct reaction to the policies of Nicholas II and the Russian
bureaucracy. Similarly, Bukharan reformism was driven by the court of the Emir and the
clerical elite. The reformists of Bukhara, however, were drawn from the intellectual elite,
rather than the working class, and distinctly used their platform to advocate for changes
in education; this educational reform would inherently incorporate political and social
ideas. Given the implication of Russia in the collapse of Bukhara, historiography must
also focus on the relationship of Russian colonial control to reform movements through
the lense not just of nation and ethnic autonomy, but engagement with these larger trends
of imperial decay.
Khalid is able to highlight the complexities of the reformist movements, arguing
that Western scholarship has reduced the reformist movements of Bukhara to a mere
battle between old tradition and modern Westernization, or what the Soviet Union would
later claim as an issue of class competition. Instead, the goal of achieving cultural
autonomy was what guided Jadidist reforms.78 Given this analysis of the movement, this
leads us to question the cultural capital wielded by the Emir and the clerical elite, a power
arguably consolidated with the establishment of Bukhara as a protectorate.
In this chapter, these reformist texts are used to craft an understanding of the
developments of Bukharan reform movements in relation to the status of Russia. Despite
the lack of documented texts by the ulama who preferred oral tradition, the varying
ideologies of these reform movements can help craft a better picture of the Emir’s court
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and its relationship to constituents who were caught in the gap between Bukharan and
Russian control. The status of Russia as an imperial power was questioned not only by
other Western authors as is indicated in Chapter One, but also by the Bukharans
themselves. A declining Russian empire, evolving bureaucratic and religious elite in
Bukhara, and increasingly powerful revolutionary movements heavily influenced the
trajectory of Bukharan reform, all of which were inextricably linked to the instability of
early twentieth century Russian monarchy.

Decline of Russia
The decline of Nicholas II’s authority in Russia facilitated attempts by the Emir to
assert power, as well as the growth of reform movements which reacted to this growing
authoritarian tendency in Bukhara. The function of Russian government in Bukharan
reform is a discussion which goes beyond that of Islamic fundamentalism and cultural
reform. The need of Russia to assert itself as both an imperial power and a foreign ally to
Bukhara was essential to Nicholas’ stability. Thus, with the invitation of the Emir to
Nicholas’ tercentenary and the incorporation of Bukhara into the scope of the Russian
empire through the use of Prokudin Gorskii’s photographic survey, Bukhara was able to
secure some degree of influence in St. Petersburg. Whether that influence was simply a
stronger connection between the monarchs themselves, or a true leverage of Bukharan
power is questionable. What is apparent, however, is that the monarchies of Bukhara and
Russia became intertwined in the stabilization of each other’s court presence. The
Russian monarchy became more prominent in the face of Bukharan tyranny through the
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increasing role of Russian administrators in the Emir’s court, the Emir’s diplomatic
travels to Russia symbolized his use of Nicholas’ reign to legitimize his own wavering
power.
Interestingly, while Russia and Bukhara’s monarchs were developing closer
relations with one another, the reformers, who often viewed the Emir as a despotic
autocrat, still turned toward Russia, who they considered emblematic of Western society.
After Alexander II’s Statute on Education in 1864, Russian education aspired toward
emulating Western academic models.79 As the travel authors like Ole Olufson, Emily
Georgiana Kemp, and Willi Rickmers have shown, Russia was not necessarily a true
European power in their eyes; while it was indeed part of the Western toehold over the
East, they viewed this status as uncertain given the wavering ability of Russia to fully
assimilate Bukharan political systems and culture. The reformers, on the other hand, saw
Russia as undoubtedly a Western entity, largely due to their focus on education, thus
redefining the role of Russia in the imperial world.

Court Clerics
The Russian occupation of Bukhara led to the protectorate becoming a
centralized, sedentary system, as opposed to the nomadic traditions that characterized
most Central Asian societies in the pre-colonial age. Bureaucracy and despotism grew
from this increasingly sedentary society of Bukhara, wherein power was vested in the
elite, notably the Emir and the Muslim clerical elite known as the ulama. In Russian
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attempts to stabilize what they saw as a volatile Turkestan and to weaken the power of
Islam, European-style administrative bodies subjugated the Emir to the Russian Empire.
With this centralization of power, the ulama became a fully-fledged part of the state and
“keepers of the Muslim tradition” (and, thus, its corruption).80 Given the increasing
power of the ulama in Bukhara, the reformers’ response to the corruption they brought to
the Emir’s court suggests these intellectuals were not simply responding to domestic
situations, but political systems heavily influenced by the colonial legacy in Bukhara.
With the growing wealth amongst the elite, the Jadids saw modern Central Asian
Muslim society as decadent and corrupt. As Haji Muin and Nusratullah b. Qudratullah
wrote in their 1914 play The Feast, “when will we Muslims of Turkestan [save ourselves]
from this ignorance?”81 Unless the Jadids acted fast to reform their society, they believed
they would lose their autonomy to outside colonial influences, especially after witnessing
the slew of anti-Muslim sentiments that developed in Christian Russiain the mid
nineteenth century.82 The Jadids believed educational reform focused on science and
ethics could reduce corruption within Bukhara while still allowing for the growth of
Islam. The ulama, however, saw reform as a threat to their privileged position as
mediators between the Islamic world and the Russian Empire. The Jadids thus embraced
Muslim tradition as a means of progression, yet utilized new forms of media, print, and
social society, to build their movement.
The Madrasa education system began in the ninth century when Islam became
solidified in Central Asia. The Madrasas were operated primarily by the ulama and
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consisted of a rigorous, traditional, Islamic education, one criticized by the reformers as
well as foreign visitors to Bukhara.83 By the twentieth century, reformist intellectuals
seeking to revitalize and redefine Islamic education largely opposed the madrasas even
though many of them came from elite, clerical families, or were educated in the madrasa
traditions.
While Western travel authors frequently commented on the “backwardness” of
Bukhara at, what they considered, the failed hands of the Russian Empire, the Bukharan
reformists commonly identified tyranny and bureaucratic despotism as the regressive
factor in society, rather than the status of being (or not being) a colony. The latter was
more controversial amongst the reformers, as will be demonstrated in the sections of this
chapter discussing autonomous and revolutionary movements. Khan’s Muslim Reformist
Political Thought demonstrates changes in Muslim ideology in the early twentieth
century, particularly the attempts of reformists to mutate and modernize the role of the
ulama. The struggle that eventually developed for independence from imperial powers
largely coincided with the struggle against religious autocracy. While some reformists
wished for a modernist (Western) approach, many sought the original Muslim traditions
of a presumably pre-autocratic time. Both, however, disagree with the overarching
presence of tyrannical authority in Bukhara, regardless of its origins.
Mohammed Alim Khan’s rule, it should be noted, more openly advocated for
some semblance of social and political reform. His manifesto in 1910 relayed his desires
to increased oversight over state bureaucrats and functionaries.84 While this was indeed in
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reaction to the growing instability in Russia and Bukhara alike, it is clear that the last
Emir was intent on the legitimization of his rule, perhaps more so than the continuation of
Bukharan traditions as the conservative ulama advocated.

The Reformers
During the reign of Emir Muzaffar al-Din bin Nasr Allah from 1860 to 1886, the
Jadid movement began to develop among Muslim intellectuals, its presence flourishing
with the construction of the Trans-Caspian Railway and the budding connection between
Bukhara and Europe. They largely opposed the ulama, believing that these old traditions
were depriving Bukhara of opportunities for cultural and educational progression. Most
were inspired by European-style reforms, though the diversity of said beliefs will be
further discussed throughout this chapter.
The traditional, conservative education at “maktabs” and “madrasas” was a main
target of the Jadids’ reform, viewing the strict education of the schools as a regressive
cultural entity in Bukhara. Utilizing print and widespread literary propagation of the
integration of Western values and Bukharan Islamic ideals, the Jadids brought to light the
prominence of proper education in stabilizing the Islamic world, both in Bukhara and
abroad. At the outbreak of the First World War, the Jadids saw the defense of the Russian
empire as crucial in the “quest for participation in Russian political life.”85 After the 1917
Revolution, the Jadids and the conservative elite were defined and separated largely on
Russian terms. The Jadids were also influenced by non Central Asian groups and
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experiences abroad; “the Jadids were part of a cosmopolitan community of Muslims knit
together by readership of common texts and by travel.”86 Geography was important in
Jadidist notions of human progression, emphasizing the interconnectedness of society. As
Khalid writes, the Jadid vision of society contained “a redefinition of Central Asian
culture and what was valuable within it.”87 While the Jadid were more concerned with the
reform of the religious conservatism in Bukhara, this reform inherently intertwined itself
with the political status of the Emir, especially given the ulama’ s strong influence over
his political decisions.

Western-Style Reform
As asserted by Adeeb Khalid, it was the Jadidist belief that “the reverse of
progress was decay.”88 Inherently, an unstable monarchy (regardless of its larger
ideology) was contrary to the potential for progress —progress meaning the survival of
Islam. Not only were Jadid reformers intent on Western education for the abolition of
religious corruption, but also saw the problems of court society as ones created by both
the ulama a nd the Emir himself. While Western culture and education was an aspiration
of many Jadids, the political legacy of Russian assertions of colonial prominence in the
Bukharan court did not fit into these notions of progress.
Abdurauf Fitrat was the leader of Bukhara’s Jadid movement. Fitrat’s play
“Debate Between a Teacher and a European” is demonstrative of the devotion of the
Jadids to modernize Bukharan society using Western customs and integrating them into
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Islamic modes of education. In the “Debate,” a Bukharan teacher is brought to the
realization of the need for academic institutional reform by a European traveller. This
shows the understanding of some reformers that European progress was necessary to both
the long-term stability of Islam as well as the elimination of corruption from clerical and
bureaucratic organs.
Fitrat believed that a reinterpretation of Islam could fundamentally correct the
problems of the Muslim world. He further believed the ulama had created this decay, as
“they engaged themselves in this useless exercise to such an extent that they completely
forgot about useful sciences.”89 Spiritual revitalization was possible only through the
acceptance of Islam as a religion compatible with reason. This Islamic reformism,
however, was seen as a preservation of self rather than a rejection of tradition. Adeeb
Khalid discusses the development of the Jadid movement as a conceptualization of an
autonomous self rather than simply through economic or political prosperity that came
with colonization by the Russian Empire. Jadids appropriated Western incursion and
modernity as a means of overturning autocratic rule through the establishment of
organizations and reimagining of society. The Jadids represented a conglomeration of
diverse ideologies rather than a coherent ideology of Muslim political reform. As
concepts of nation began to expand beyond tribes and local clans, so did the scope of
reform. Thus, Fitrat’s suggestions for reform came from a sect of the movement
committed not just to internal change, but fundamental philosophical evolution with the
use of new international relations.
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The Bukharan teacher explains to the European that the schools started to educate
in the Isalmic tradition were closed by the conservative ulama due to the incorporation of
modernist ideas in the curriculum.90 The teacher then states, “...I say and the whole
Islamic world says that it won’t make your children infidels, but rather it will make them
perfectly civil, patriotic Muslims.”91 The European suggests that this modernization will
not negatively affect the faith of the students, but rather reform the corruption of society.
Thus, Fitrat seems to propagate the idea that tyranny and religious corruption was what
was destroying Bukhara, not necessarily religious tradition. It must be noted that Fitrat
composed his works in Persian and utilized the dialogue format due to its common use in
Iranian literature.92 Meanwhile, the madrasas were more often tied to the Arabic
language, showing the separation of court and clergy through linguistic means.93 Thus,
while focus should be drawn to Fitrat’s demonstration of the capacity of Western culture
to create cultural progress in the Islamic world, by the inherent character of his work, we
cannot deny the emphasis Fitrat still placed on literary (and even academic) traditions of
Central Asia. Hence, the syncretism of Islamic and Russian educational traditions was to
be combined for the sake of promoting the progress of Bukhara as an Islamic nation.
Khalid discusses the development of the Jadid movement in the framework of the
development of an autonomous Bukhara through the means of Russian colonization
rather than the economic or political prosperity that came with colonization by the
Russian Empire. Jadid use of modern, Western incursion was a mode of adopting and
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appropriating means for overturning autocratic rule, a battle against their opposition in
gaining the right to shape and determine culture, while these two groups remained
intertwined in the political landscape of Bukhara. Khalid asserts modernization as a
means through which people organized and conceptualized society, not necessarily
Western interpretations of progression. This interpretation is essential in the analysis of
Jadid responses to the Russian Empire; the Western world was not synonymous with
progression, but rather viewed by the Jadids as a pathway to political and cultural
stability.
Mahmudkhodja Behbudi’s “The Patricide” written in 1913 further discusses the
potential for Russian influences to guide semi Western-style reform in Bukhara. He
ultimately shows the use of Russian-Bukharan collaboration in the midst of the
inter-revolutionary period. Unlike Fitrat, Behbudi also pays attention to the potential
influence of Russian universities and the travel of Bukharan scholars abroad into the
Western world, rather than only bringing Western influence into Bukhara. The decline of
Russian monarchy is seen by Behbudi and Bukharan reformers with similar ideas as
functionally irrelevant to the potential for the adoption of Russian culture and society.
In this story, the rich merchant refuses to send his son to school, which leads to
his son lacking a sense of right and wrong and resulting in the father’s death. The
character of the Intellectual visits the wealthy father, eager to convince him to send his
son to school. He states:
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“In order to become scholars of the temporal, it is imperative first of all—after
having instructed the boys in the Muslims’ writing and reading, and after having
made known the requirements of religion and the language of our own
nation—for them to attend the regular primary schools of our government. That
is, after their having studied and completed high school and the primary schools
of the city, it is a must to send the boys to the universities of Petersburg, of
Moscow, to teach them medicine, law, engineering, the field of jurisprudence, of
commerce, of agriculture, of manufacturing, of economics, of physics, of
pedagogy, and others. It is imperative to become a real companion to the
homeland and state of Russia.”94

Again, Russia is regarded by Behbudi as a source of prosperity for the intellectual
reformers. Despite the collapse of Russia as a politically stable entity, its theoretical
ability to introduce Western reforms into Bukhara was likely appealing to reformers like
Behbudi, who saw the Emir and the clerical elite as undeniable symbols of regression.
Given Khalid’s definition of progress as the opposite of decay, the Jadids who followed
this Russified line of thought likely saw the Russian Empire as a tool to contribute to the
formation of a Muslim intellectualism, a form of progress rather than face the instability
of the increasingly isolated and corrupt court of the Emir.
Additionally, this demonstrates the effects of physical placement on education
and cultural progression; fundamentally the schools of St. Petersburg were seen as the
94
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harbingers of cultural reform by Behbudi. While discussion often orients around the
effects of Russian presence in Bukhara, Behbudi forces us to acknowledge how this
incursion encouraged Bukharan scholars to go abroad to Russia, thus bringing back with
them ideas of reform inspired by Russian ideals. In the discussion of colonialism and the
effects on local cultures, substantial weight must be given to the way in which the
reformers of Central Asia utilized their colonizer in the establishment of their own
identity and systems of governance. Behbudi’s belief in the potential contributions of
Russian educational institutions to Bukharan reformist notions of progress is
demonstrative of this very idea.
While both Fitrat and Behbudi viewed the Western cultural influences of Russia
as a potential for progress, they ultimately saw the Emir’s despotism as the main problem
in Bukharan society, not the tradition of Bukhara itself. While Emir Mohammed Alim
Khan also studied in Russia, rather than bring Russian traditions back into Bukhara, he
seems to have used them more in the integration of his presence into Nicholas’ court. As
noted earlier in a quote from Khalid, the First World War was seen as an opportunity for
integration into the Russian educational landscape. In Chapter Two, discussions of the
Alim Khan and Nicholas’ close diplomatic relationship and incorporation of one another
into their political inner circles was a bond kept exclusively to the monarchs; World War
One, on the other hand encouraged these ideas of integration to spread beyond just the
interior of the Emir’s court.

Reform in the Court
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Muhammad-Sharif-i Sadr-i Ziya, later known as Sharif Shukurof in the Soviet
Union, in his The Personal History of a Bukharan Intellectual frames the Emir’s court
through a lense of ancient Bukharan tradition and discussions of great powers (both
Bukharan and Russian). Unlike Jadids Fitrat and Behbudi, Sadr-i Ziya was never a
member of the movement, due to his role as qazi, or magistrate in the Bukharan court.
His testament is unique in its ability to combine the ideas of intellectual reform as well as
the traditional elite. Sadr-i Ziya’s work is most useful in its conveyance of the division of
political, social, and military matters within the framework of the cultural colonialism of
the Russian empire.
Unlike Behbudi and Fitrat’s disdain for the exclusive elitism in clerical court
circles, Sadr-i Ziya draws a stronger distinction between the ulama and the Emir, viewing
the Emir’s power as a viable pathway away from tyranny. He writes, “The Islamic nation
will meet progress!”95 For him, this progress is met through the Emir, who he believes
will bring Sharia into the world, destroying corruption. Thus, tyranny is still regarded as a
problem, just not one caused by the Emir, contrary to the assertions of other intellectual
reformers. Similarly to Fitrat, Sadr-i Ziya, regards the progress of Islam as crucial to the
long-term stability of Bukhara. It is not only through the Emir’s power this can happen,
but also from Western-style reform. For example, in his mention of the passing of
Halley’s comet, Sadr-i Ziya describes how the scholars in Bukhara were unable to
interpret such a phenomena, unlike European scholars.96 This seems to imply the
regressive nature of the traditional education systems of Bukhara, especially those of the
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ulama. Sadr-i Ziya displays a commitment to the use of Western progress for the
promotion of the strength of the Islamic world, suggesting a concurrent use of Russian
influences as well as the court of the Emir to defeat corruption. This educational and
scientific society of Russia, however, was viewed as a separate entity from Nicholas and
his court.
While often underhanded, Sadr-i Ziya’s praise of many Russian military
endeavors is prominent. For instance, he describes “Selfless commander Kuropatkin,”97
the Russian Imperial Minister of War from 1898 to 1904, especially in regard to the
Russo-Japanese War. This may very well allude to the presence of Russian forces in
Bukhara; Ole Olufson wrote in his Th Emir of Bokhara and His Country in 1911, “the
Emir does not take any great interest in his army…” viewing Russia as “responsible for
the integrity of Bokhara.”98 Given the seemingly influential Russian military presence in
the Bukharan court, one must wonder what inspired such supportive convictions from
Sadr-i Ziya. He seems to view Kuropatkin explicitly as a military leader, however, rather
than part of Nicholas’ regime in any way. He writes, “stingy Russian ministers and high
officials, going by their jealousy, in respect of sending reinforcements, food and
munitions to the selfless commander Kurpatkin, did not support and help him in due and
proper way and manner.”99 Here, Sadr-i Ziya affirms a division of military influence and
Russian court bureaucracy, potentially viewing the bureaucracy of Nicholas’ court (and
the subsequent interaction it would have had with the Emir himself) as one of the many
ills of Bukharan society. Thus, while Khalid discusses the domestic focus of the
97
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intellectual movements, it is perhaps more accurate to look at their international inquiries
in conjunction with their goals of court reform. The reformists saw the international
military alliances with Russia as synonymous with cultural ties, rather than Nicholas II as
the bearer of this function.
Because Russia clearly maintained a strong military presence in Sadr-i Ziya’s
ideological convictions, he saw Bukhara as dependent upon Russia for survival; however,
he was also concerned with what he saw as Bukhara’s historical subjugation to unfair
treatment by Russia. For example, he writes of the construction of the Amu Bridge:

“Because of the lack of experience, equip-ment and unity among people, the army
of Islam was defeated; as a result, accepted oral acknowledgment of dependence
and seeming subjugation and some temporary pre-conditions [the Sultan]
concluded a regulation treaty.”100

Ultimately, he sees subjugation to the Russian empire as a form of weakness, unlike
Fitrat’s willingness to adopt Russian custom for the sake of intellectual progress. Instead
he discusses the failure of the Emir to prevent such a military defeat. Sadr-i Ziya presents
military defeat by Russia as a destruction of culture. Yet, at the same time, he clearly
holds some degree of reverence for Russian military figures like Kuropatkin. Therefore,
his notion of progress in Bukhara is a mixture of traditional and Russian powers; he
views the actual sources of power as equals, the qualities of their respective leadership
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the object in question. In other words, Sadr-i Ziya seems to be more concerned with
whether or not Islamic lawfulness will be brought to Bukhara, not necessarily viewing
Russia, the ulama, or the Emir as the sole source of societal ills.
In regards to the status of Bukhara as a protectorate, however, Sadr-i Ziya, Fitrat,
and Behbudi saw the impacts of Russian culture not necessarily as one of colonization,
but a potential for Western-style progress given the structure of the Emir’s court.
Interestingly, the sedentary nature and centralization of the Emir’s court at Russian hands
are not the focus of their literature; rather, they discuss the nature of progress. In the
immediate, that design toward progress is best met at the hands of incorporation of
Western science into Bukharan Islam. Given these beliefs, the cultural incursion of the
Russian empire seems to be overshadowed by fears of its political influence as neither the
Emir nor Nicholas’ court could be deemed as conducive to the growth of a stable future
for Bukharan Islam.
Sadr-i Ziya views Russian decline as partially inspired by fate, asserting that the
political imposition of Russia upon the Muslims of Central Asia was inextricably linked
to its defeat in the Russo-Japanese War. He writes, “When [Russians] started to tyrannize
their subjects, that cheerful feast gave way to sorrow. The vault of eminence had crashed,
despotism had barred the door of victory to them.”101 Sadr-i Ziya also points to the
destruction of the Muslim world caused by the “civilized” Western nations.102 Given
Sadr-i Ziya’s reverence for the scientific endeavors of Russia, and even some of its
military actions, it is not Islam versus the West in his eyes, rather a declaration of the
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evils of tyranny at the very least, if not a contempt for the infultration of Russian
bureaucracy into the very structure of Bukhara’s political system. This is not to assert that
Russia did not have a colonial foothold in Central Asia, but rather, that the courtly,
bureaucratic realm of Nicholas II was viewed as a separate entity from the military
matters and general Russian culture and scholarship that stemmed from this protectorate
control over Bukhara.
Meanwhile, for the Emir, Nicholas was helping to dictate the new traditions of his
court; perhaps the reformers were not seeing only the corruption of Alim Khan, but of the
whole of monarchy, especially now that his court and that of the Tsar were inextricably
linked. Khalid notes how “the ‘native’ public sphere existed alongside, and alterior to, a
local Russian public sphere.”103 While Khalid is correct in this statement, what remains to
be seen is the reformist views toward the international conduct of the Russian empire
beyond the scope of the Emirate. His work is largely concerned with reformist relations
with local Russian officials in Bukhara. While direct communication with St. Petersburg
was less attainable for the Jadids, other reformists and intellectuals like Sadr-i Ziya
indeed commented on the inner circle of Nicholas (however indirectly).
From within the court, reformers like Sadr-i Ziya seemed to have focused on the
large scale deficiencies of the Emirate, viewing its ancient traditions corrupted and its
potential for progress through a Western model as impossible due to this corruption by
the Emir, ulama, and Russian bureaucracy. Because of the separate spheres of cultural
reform, military capabilities, and bureaucratic power that Sadr-i Ziya applies to analyses
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of both Bukhara and Russia, his establishment of a long since passed Bukharan strength
inherently shows the changes Russian colonialism had brought to Bukharan religious and
secular society. While Western modes of education were encouraged by Sadr-i Ziya, the
embrace of total Russian control or acceptance of colonial governance was by no means
the ideal means of progression. Instead, the crumbling monarchy of the Emir was viewed
as a threat to any semblance of Bukharan autonomy, yet refusal to work with Russian
cultural and education systems was also seen as a threat to the preservation of Islam.

Russia as a Colonial Power
While Western travel writers saw the Bukharan court corrupted by religiosity,
traditionalism, and seemingly failed attempts at modernization at both the hands of the
Emir and the Russian government, the reformers viewed Russian modernization as
having not yet been fully integrated into the Bukharan court. The cultural effects of
Russian colonization were seen by some reformers as being directly connected to the
relationship between the Emir and the Tsar, while others conversely saw these as two
separate entities.
In light of the assertions by Western travel authors that the Russian Empire had
divulged too much power unto the protectorate of Bukhara, Nicholas II arguably saw a
similar trend, shown in the increasing role of Russia in the political and social spheres of
the Emirate in the early twentieth century. This increase in colonial oversight is
fundamentally incorporated into the rhetoric of the Jadid and other progressivists like
Sadr-i Ziya who were not formally part of the movement. This is evident in Sadr-i Ziya’s
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discussion of “savage deeds of civilized powers” that “awakened and aroused the Muslim
world.”104 This still demonstrates the power of Russia as both a colonial hegemon in a
traditional, Western sense, as well as a potential tool for reformists, especially in their
work against the monarchical corruption of both Bukhara and Russia.
For example, in ethnographer Willi Rickmers’ The Duab of Turkestan, he asserts
that Russia was a failed colonial power because of what he considered the “backward”
culture of Bukhara that still remained and had not been assimilated into Russian custom.
While Rickmers’ views were those of the Western colonialist world, reformers like Fitrat
and Behbudi seemed to view this very “backwardness” as a result of the court that indeed
drew some of its strength and legitimacy from that of Nicholas II.
Conversely, Emily Georgiana Kemp wrote in The Face of Manchuria, Korea, and
Russian Turkestan, “Bokhara is still the same to-day, the most fanatical and the most
corrupt city in Asia, though outwardly to the eye of the casual stranger clothed with the
respectability that its European masters exact.”105 This directly asserts there being an
attempted Europeanization of Bukhara, one that failed due to the inherent political
traditions of the people of Bukhara. While Fitrat and Behbudi may have opposed the
clerical elite and their corruption, the preservation of Islamic tradition was essential, but
it could only be done in the absence of tyranny. While the biases of Western travellers are
not difficult to dispute, they are worth integration into discussion of reformist literature,
ultimately showing the connection between Russian power and the subsequent need for
cultural reform in Russian-owned territories.
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As Russia was viewed by the West as a failing colonial power, the Bukharan
reformers saw Russian influence as both a potential stabilizer to the Emir’s reign, as well
as a corrupting influence. In this regard, Russia had become both crucial to the downfall
of its territories (and thus a colonial empire) as well as too uninvolved (as is also
suggested by Western authors). Given this legacy of imperial hegemony over Bukharan
ideas of autonomy, the military and cultural strength of Russia was ultimately viewed as
an entity which would likely coexist with Bukhara for years to come as demonstrated by
the works of Sadr-i Ziya.
The idea of future collaboration with Russia as imagined by the reformers,
however, would be severely changed as the revolutionary sentiments shaking Nicholas’
domain increasingly reached Central Asia. In 1916, the Basmachi revolt began with
anti-conscription riots after Russia lifted the exemptions codified in the mid-nineteenth
century of Muslims from military service.106 These riots prompted violent response by the
Russian military and the relationship between Central Asia and the Russian empire grew
increasingly hostile. Reform movements, especially with the 1917 Revolution, grew
increasingly focused on ideas of autonomy and the relationship of Bukhara to Russia as a
colony. The growth of reform movements had been defined by an abject opposition to
tyranny, largely in regards to the ulama, but also to the Emir’s ability to lead the Emirate.
Now, with the Russian revolutionaries adding a new, contrasting entity to Nicholas’
reign, the relationship of the reformers to the bureaucracy they had once rejected grew
more complex.
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The Russian Revolutionaries
In a land dubbed as a monolithic “Turkestan” by Imperial Russia, the analysis of
Bukhara’s political system additionally helps to understand both the diversity of political
thought as well as more specific ideas of ethnic and national identity. For a people unable
to truly define their own identities under Tsarist rule, the independence movements and
their diverse ideas of reform and revolution are representative of the complex relationship
of the crumbling Bukharan Emirate’s people to the Russian power that had
semi-governed them for over a century.
In 1917, the Turkestani liberation movement proposed a series of reforms focused
on domestic development and land and water rights, all of which pointed toward a
democratic future for Central Asia. Turkic unity, the creation of an independent Muslim
state, and the establishment of a democratic republic were common demands throughout
these ideas of autonomy. By 1918, the Istiklolchilik kharakati m
 ovement referred to the
autonomous movement against Russian and Soviet control, a united quest for liberation
largely fuelled by the ulama. This seemed to echo the previous sentiments of the ulama,
that Bukhara should remain entrenched in its traditions; however, most ulama power was
inherently vested in the colonial, sedentary, and Russian-influenced Emirate of Bukhara.
The liberation movements, while initially unified in their quest against Bolshevik
rule, eventually split due to religious schisms and ideological differences. The
reform-minded Jadids, ulama, and socialists, in their attempts to develop a united
liberation front were unable to reconcile their ideas of Bukharan autonomy with the
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sudden overthrow of Nicholas II and the looming question of what Bolshevik rule would
look like, especially for the continuation of Islam in Central Asia. Yet, internal schisms
over what group could truly harness the protection of Bukhara remained rife; according
to the testimony of the first kurultai of ulama of Khorezm, Boboakhun Salimov, in his
report, found that the ulama believed Basmachi “contradicts the laws of Shariat. ”107 Such
splits seem to have been inspired by religious debate, particularly with the development
of independence movements as part of cultural reform. This also shows how the
reformers and clerical elite differed in their ideas of how to achieve stability in the
crumbling emirate; the former saw Russia as a potential ally, whereas the later saw
Russia as the cause of moral decline.
As ideological rifts grew, so did the belief in Turkestani freedom from Russia. For
instance, the Basmachi saw themselves as defenders of the land, their slogans reading,
“we shall expel the enemy from the native land.”108 These independence movements
would later be quelled by the Soviet Union’s disregard for national character in Central
Asia, demonstrated by the Soviet invasion of Turkestan in 1917 and 1918 which
destroyed the new democratic government. The ulama rose in armed rebellion against the
Soviets, and autonomy was increasingly supported by the Muslims. Despite these unified
calls for liberation, national organizations were persecuted under Soviet rule, forming
divisions in ideology amid this oppression; one Soviet describes how the ulama “now
excited people to struggle against basmachi.”109 The ulama, despite their ideological rifts
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with other independence movements, shared a common goal of unity in their aim for
independence, that armed rebellion was the result of traditions of resistance to
infringements on sovereignty, not just the result of Russian incursion.
By the twentieth century, reformers began to question the blind adherence to
authority and “the jadid of Bukhara sought to reform the state.”110 Abdurauf Fitrat’s more
radical wing of the Jadid advocated for structural political change, while other reformers
like Abdul Ahid Burhanov restricted Jadidism to cultural reform. Following the 1917
Revolution, moderate Jadids feared the Soviets would not pressure the Emir toward
reform, while the left wing worried the Emir would be allotted too much power by the
clear Soviet hegemony over Central Asia. The Jadids called upon Russian revolutionary
forces for assistance, but were split ideologically between deposing the Emir or simple
advocacy for reform. In 1920, the Soviets, joined by the Young Bukharans, invaded
Bukhara and forced the Emir into exile, but the Soviets asserted complete dominance
over the Bukharan communists by 1922.
By the time of the 1917 revolution in Russia, the political landscape of Bukhara
grew more divided over the response to Russian intervention. While some reformers
allied with the Bolsheviks in their fight against tyranny, others saw the Bolsheviks and
their anti-religious ideological convictions as enemies of any Bukharan notions of
progress. Thus, the relation of various reformist groups to one another was largely
determined by their ideological alliances or divisions from the Bolsheviks and the further
incursion of Russians onto Turkestani soil. Now, however, conceptions of what
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constituted as Russian or Western were fundamentally changed with the collapse of
Nicholas’ reign. The definition of progress was no longer the removal of tyranny from
the Emir’s court now that the Russian empire no longer propped up his reign.
Before Russian conquest, the Central Asian ethnicities were simply viewed as
amalgamations of various linguistic and cultural practices. For Central Asians, romantic
notions of nationhood and “watan” (patriotism) defined the Jadid assertion of their own
identity beyond Russian terms, materialized through ideas of Pan-Islamism and secular
nationhood. Khalid asserts the ideology of Jadid autonomy through the lense of
self-strengthening, using Islamic ideas to create a society that could define itself,
particularly in the years just before the 1917 Revolution. Embedded within these
assertions of self-identity, however, were conceptions of Bukharan progression in relation
to Russia. In order to properly position their movement within Bukhara, especially as one
focused on autonomy during the Bolshevik Revolution, the Jadids ultimately had to react
to Russia as a political, military, and cultural power looming over both the Emir and their
own definitions of progress.

Conclusion
In 1920, the heavily fortified Citadel of Bukhara was seized by the Bolsheviks
and Emir Mohammed Alim Khan was ousted from power. He fled to neighboring
Afghanistan where he would spend the rest of his days, until his death in 1944. The
Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic was officially formed in 1924, and with its creation were
expelled the last quandaries over the Emir’s tyranny.
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In the creation of reform movements in Bukhara, the influence of Tsar Nicholas II
and Emir Mohammed Alim Khan and his immediate predecessors’ relationship was
pivotal. For the monarchs, internal corruption and tyranny extended to international
influence. In Russia, destabilizing revolutions forced Nicholas into a revivalist ideology
of the colonial power of Russia, furthering his desire to ally with and simultaneously
control and assimilate Bukhara. While this weakened the Emir’s grasp over his own
territory, it provided him with a semblance of power over an increasingly restless
Bukharan population. Ultimately, the last days of the Emir were framed by the influence
of the Russian Empire, the revolutionary forces in both states now working in tandem to
oust him from his totalitarian reign. For reformist movements to flourish in the early
twentieth century, they utilized not only the internal corruption they saw within the court
or the clerical elite, but the external influences of the Russian Empire and its
decentralized control under Nicholas II.
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Conclusion
The Emirate of Bukhara presented a new conceptualization of Russian imperial
power in the early twentieth century; Bukhara’s semi-autonomous status, while bringing
Russia’s colonial power into question, allowed for Nicholas II to assert the continuation
of monarchical power even in the outer regions of the empire. Arguably, Bukhara, while
semi-autonomous, was incorporated into the Russian Empire in order to prop up the
declining leadership of both Tsar Nicholas II and Emirs Abdul Ahad Khan and
Mohammed Alim Khan.
Clearly, in Nicholas’ court, the power of monarchical control was the strongest
indicator of imperial might. While he made attempts to emulate a more Western colonial
model, the precedence of monarchical control was clear in his use of soft diplomacy and
photographic surveys to convey the simultaneous power and submission of the Emirs of
Bukhara. Furthermore, the separation of political, cultural, and military functions of the
Russian empire by Bukharan reformers demonstrates this employment of Russian culture
and education in the supposed progression of Bukharan society, while also commenting
on the corruption of bureaucracy and monarchy, regardless if Eastern or Western.
The inter-Revolutionary period was a pivotal time in Russian imperialism, and
fuelled the division of Russian empire in regards to colonialism. It was not until the 1905
Revolution and the creation of the State Duma that Stolypin was able to tighten the reins
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Nicholas’ constant assertions of personal monarchical
power were driven by the instability of the Russian empire and its subsequent
delegitimization on the international stage. Furthermore, the Russian empire and its
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Central Asian colonies are often left out of discourse of imperialist expansion in the
nineteenth century. Bukhara, because of its status as a protectorate is often, altogether not
included, due to the fact that it was not a true part of Russian Turkestan. While the voices
and photographs of ethnographers and travel authors have remained a legacy of the biases
and Western ideations of the East, the works of Reformers and Bukharans have been
separated. Rarely are the two discussed in conjunction with one another, and even more
rare is the discussion of how Bukhara and Russia interacted, both as monarchies, and as
revolutionary states.
Reformism in Bukhara is generally discussed within the framework of schisms
and autonomous movements within them, or their relationship to the Emir; however, the
relationship of reformists to the Russian empire as a part of the Bukharan cultural and
political landscape is often left out of this discourse. Not only were many reformists
advocating for the adoption of Western culture, but also were making their own distinct
arguments about the relationship of Bukhara’s political and social spheres to the Russian
monarchy as its own entity. In analysis of the Russian empire and its relationship to
Bukhara, Nicholas II’s inner circle is an undeniably important factor in imperialist
revival. Thus, reformist assumptions about the Tsar are critical to understanding the
relationship of reform to an ever changing notion of Russian imperial power.
Limited written records from inside the Emir’s court leave room for more
scholarship on the Emir’s personal views toward Nicholas aside from the alliances for the
sake of diplomacy. Furthermore, while the Emir’s The Anguish of Nations has yet to be
translated into English, the existence of written records from the peasantry of Bukhara is
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nearly nonexistent. However, given the increasing stratification of Bukharan society after
Russian conquest, the peasants of Bukhara who were indebted to the Russians and the
Emir’s court for their loans represent yet another class in the increasingly tumultuous
societies of Russia and Bukhara before the 1917 Revolution. In looking at the peasantry’s
perception of the Emir and colonial rule, the relationship between the Emir and the Tsar
would likely be further expounded. While Khalid asserts against the idea of Bukharan
reformists simply rebelling against class issues, the inclusion of the lower strata of
Bukharan society could indeed further assert the argument that reformists acted out of a
desire to eliminate tyranny without necessarily locking in the national origin of such
reform.
In both Khalid and Khan’s works, international events are relegated to the
sidelines, if discussed at all, prompting further inquiry into the development of
international revolutionary understanding. Works like that of M.N. Roy and other
reformers who studied in the Ottoman schools, can prompt further discussion into how
the Bukharan reformers reconciled their relationship with the Russian empire in the scope
of larger revolutionary and reform movements, not only those against the Emir and the
ulama. Within these larger reform movements, often led by intellectuals and urban
bourgeoisie, the inclusion of lower class understandings of autonomy or progress would
allow for a more detailed understanding.
The tension between the intellectual bourgeoisie and the Emir, however, is in
itself a valuable demonstration of the rising instability of monarchy in Bukhara in the
early twentieth century. This instability was indeed fostered by the decline of Russian
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control over its imperial image, monarchical power, and grasp over its colonies. While
Bukhara was property to the Russians, nothing more than an exotic backdrop for an
empire seemingly creeping at a turtle’s pace beside the monarchies of western Europe, it
was able to fundamentally reshape the course of early twentieth century Russian
colonialism. Characterizations of Bukharan power by Westerners, Russians, and
Bukharans themselves all painted a similar picture of an Emir drawn to the center of
Russian monarchy.
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